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Abstract 

For theoretical modeling of binary systems one has to consider realistic 

models which takes into account the radiative transfer, hydrodynamics. 

reflection effect etc. Since the problem is complex, we study in the thesis 

some of idealized models which will help us in understanding the impor

tant physical processes in close binaries. Intially we have computed the 

theoretical lines in the expanding and extended distorted atmospheres of 

the components of close binary system. I have considered the necessary 

geometrical formalism for illumination of a stellar atmospheres from a 

source. We describe the method to calculate the radiation field from the 

irradiated surface of the component in a binary system. 

Chapter 1 

Discrete Space theory of Radiative transfer: In this chapter a 

concise description of the lnethod of obtaining the solution of radiative 

transfer equation which can be applied to different geometrical and phys

ical systellls is given. This method was developed by Grant and Peraiah 

(1972), and Peraiah and Grant(1973). This chapter deals with (1) in

teraction principle (2) star product (3) calculation of radiation field at 

internal points (4) integration of monochromatic radiative transfer equa

tion and derivation of rand t operators of the" cell". (5) flux conservation 

and (6) line formation in expanding media. 

The radiative transfer equation in spherical symmetry is used for cal

culating the self radiation of the primary star in a binary system. 
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Chapter 2 

Reflection effect in close binaries : The aim of this section is to 

estimate the radiation field along the spherical surface of a primary com

ponent irradiated by an external point source of radiation. This can be 

applied to very widely separated systems. The transfer of radiation inci

dent on the atmosphere of the component from the companion cannot be 

studied by using any symmetric solution of the equation of transfer. This 

needs a special treatment. We adopt angle-free one dimensional model 

(see Sobolev 1963). 

Chapter 3 

Incident radiation from an extended source: The effects of ir

radiation from an extended source of the secondary cOInponent on the 

atmospheres of the primary are studied. 

Chapter 4 

(1) Effects of reflection on spectral line forlllation: Effects of 

reflection on formation of spectral lines in a purely scattering atmosphere 

and studied how the equivalent widths change when irradiation from the 

secondary is taken into account. However, these calculations were done 

in static atnlospheres. So in the next step we have included the expanding 

atmospheres. 

(2) Effects of irradiation on the line formation in the expanding 

atmospheres of the components of a close binary system : We 

studied the formation of lines in the irradiated expanding atmospheres 

of the component of close binary system. We considered two-level atom 

approximation in non-LTE situation with complete l'<.'clistribution. We 
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assumed that the dust scatters isotropically in the atmosphere. The line 

profiles of the dusty atmosphere are compared with those formed in dust 

free atmosphere. The profiles are presented for different velocities of 

expansion, proximity of secondary component to the primary, and dust 

optical depths. 

The line profiles for a dust free atmosphere with and without reflection 

effects are computed and compared. 

Chapter 5 

Distorted surface due to self rotation and tidal forces: In this 

chapter a general expression for gravity darkening of the tidally uniformly 

rotating roche components of close binary system is derived. This theory 

is used to calculate the line profiles taking into account rotation and 

expansion velocities. 

Chnpter 6 

Effect of gravity darkening on spectral line forlnation : We stud

ied the transfer of line radiation in the atmospheres of close binary com

ponents whose atmospheres are distorted by the self radiation and tidal 

forces due to the presence of the secondary component. The distortion 

is measured in terms of the ratio of angular velocities at the equator and 

pole, mass ratio of the two components, the ratio of centrifugal force to 

that of gravity at the equator and the ratio of the equatorial radius to the 

distance between the centers of gravity. We obtain the equation of the 

distorted surface by solving a seventh degree equation which contains the 

above parameters. Transfer of line radiation is studied in such asymmet

ric atmosphere assuming complete redistribution and a two-level atom 

approximation. The atmosphere is assumed to be expanding radially. 
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Various black body temperatures are being used to describe the total 

luminosity of the components for the purpose of irradiation. 

Chapter 7 

Conclusions: We present important results obtained from this study 

of research from each chapter. 
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Introduction 

Binary stars occupy an important place in the study of structure and 

evolution of the stars. They provide some of the basic parameters such 

as masses and radii. An analysis of the observational data is required 

to derive these parameters. One of the observational data involves the 

changes in the total light during the eclipses in close pairs and these 

changes contain a wealth of information about the components of the 

close binary systems. The total light received is the sum of the light 

from the individual components and the mutually reflected light in the 

observers direction. If the components are very close, the reflected light 

forms a considerable fraction of the total light and therefore has to be 

estimated accurately. It is known that the radiation. that is received at 

infinity from t.he portion of the primary star atmosphere exposed to the 

secondary, consists of radiation fields from both the components. The 

incident radiation is modified by the atnl0sphere of the primary star and 

its radiation field. We realize that there are two important aspects to 

the problem. (1) The physical processes that take place in the medium. 

and (2) the geometrical shape of the illuminated surface which reflects 

the radiation. It is a standard practice to assume a simplified law of 

limb darkening and estimate the reflected radiation. This does not ex

plicitly take into account the above mentioned two characteristics. The 

geometrical shape of the primary star's reflecting surface can change due 

to (1) the self rotation and (2) the tidal effects caused by the secondary 

component. Therefore, the standard law of limb darkening fails and we 

have to perform detailed calculations to compute the radiation field. The 
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process of calculating radiation field from such distorted surfaces become 

complicated when various competing physical processes are taken into 

account. Geometrical considerations alone would complicate the calcula

tions considerably. The solution of radiative transfer equation in simpli

fied symmetric geometries cannot accurately describe the radiation field 

emanating from such surfaces. Those geometrical configurations (plane 

parallel, spherical or cylindrical) assume symmetric boundary conditions, 

and whenever, we have asymmetric incident radiation, the solutions de

veloped even in the context of symmetrical geometries will have to be 

modified. 

Several works attempted the calculation of radiation received from the 

irradiated component of a close binary system. Chandrashekar(1958) 

has calculated the diffuse scattering function in a plane parallel medium 

when a pencil of beam of radiation from a point source is incident on 

it (searchlight problem). Subsequently, there were several attempts to 

calculate the diffuse radiation field in such simple geometries but the 

problem remained unsolved because of its complexity. Buerger (1969) 

employed plane parallel approximation in computing the continuum and 

the line radiation emitted by a rotationally and tidally distorted surface 

of the component which is irradiated by the radiation from the secondary 

component. This approach is adopted in order to avoid the complexities 

in estimating the radiation field in distorted atmospheres. 

Regarding the observational studies of the problem, Yu. Skulskij 

(1993) considered the variability of equivalent widths with phases and 

other characteristics of absorption and emission components of Si II 6347 

A, 6371 A lines in a study of {3 Lyre with CCD spectra. He showed that 

the variation of the absorption line equivalent widths depends on the or-
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bital modulation and on the structure of the circumstellar gas in the close 

binary system. Fergusson and James (1994) studied the eclipsing binary 

BE UlVIa for the well known role of the reflection effect as well as the 

characteristics of cataclysmic variable progenitors. In this system, the 

reflection effect is important due to the relative proximity (about 8Hz 

) of a late type secondary to a very hot T f'V 105 K primary SdO star. 

Parthasarathyet.al. (1990) analyzed the ultraviolet spectrum (1175 A to 

3200 A) of the hydrogen-poor binary star HD 30353. The high resolution 

spectra of the star show stellar wind profiles of NV, CIV, SiIV, Cll, Sill. 

AlII, AlIll, NIgH and Fell resonance lines. These line profiles appear to 

shift towards the shorter wavelengths side of the spectrum. They con

cluded that extended and multiple shells exist around the primary central 

star with a source at temperature of 30,000 K, which could be a O-type 

or an early B-type star as suggested by the far UV flux distribution. 

To explain these observations, one has to consider realistic models 

which take iuto account the reft.ection effect in the solution of radiative 

transfer equation. Dugan (1908) and Stebbins (1911) were the first to 

observe t.his effect, since then referred to under the generic name re

flection effect.. Initial theoretical investigations were carried out by Ed

dington (1926) and Milne (1927). Eddington showed that, for stars in 

radiative equilibrium, the bolometric albedo is 1.0 and Milne studied the 

distribution of the temperature as a function of the optical depth lead

ing to a rea.sonable agreement with the observations available at that 

time. Chandrasekhar (1947, 1950) studied the problem and presented an 

exact solution for grey atmosphere. However, all these results were ob

tained under the assumption that irradiation takes place as plane-parallel 

beams. Some later investigations have taken into account the finite size 
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of the components ( Russel 1949; Matukuma 1950; Kopal 1954). 

In this thesis we study some of the idealized models which will help us 

in understanding the important physical processes in close binary sys

tems. In the following chapters we describe how the radiation field from 

the irradiated surface of the component in a binary system is calculated. 

In Chapter 1 a concise description of the numerical method based on 

"discrete space theory " in solving the radiative transfer is described. 

The method is developed by Grant and Peraiah (1972), and Peraiah and 

Grant (1973). The solution of transfer equation is used to calculate the 

self radiation of the primary component in a close binary system. 

In Chapter 2 a method to calculate the radiation field emitted by a 

spherical surface irradiated by an external point source of radiation is 

studied ( see Peraiah 1982). This method can be applied to widely sepa

rated systems also. The transfer of radiation incident on the atmosphere 

of the prilnary star cannot be studied by using solution of the transfer 

equation in symmetric geOlnetries. This needs a special treatment. We 

adopt an angle-free one dimensional model (see Sobolev 1963). This pro

cedure gives a fairly accurate solution, provided we take large number of 

incident rays. 

In Chapter 3 the method developed in chapter 2 is used to handle the 

reflection effect when the secondary component is an extended source 

(see Peraiah 1983 a). 

In Chapter 4 effects of reflection on the formation of spectral lines 

in a purely scattering atmosphere is studied (see Peraiah & Srinivasa 

Rao 1983b). These calculations were done in static atmospheres. As 

a next step we studied the effects of irradiation on the line formation 
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in expanding atmospheres of the primary (see Peraiah & Srinivasa Rao 

1998). In subsequent paper (see Srinivasa Rao & Peraiah 2000), we 

included the presence of dust in the primary star atmosphere. In both 

of these studies, the expansion of the primary star atmosphere is taken 

into account. 

A general expression for the gravity darkening of the tidally and non

uniformly rotating Roche components of close binary systems is derived 

in Peraiah (1970). In Chapter 5 these expression are employed to calcu

late the line profiles, taking into account the rotation and expansion of 

the primary atmosphere. However, we have restricted ourselves to the 

rotational distortion of a single star (primary). 

In Chapter 6 the method of solution presented in chapter 5 is fur

ther used to include tidal distortion caused by the presence of secondary 

component. 

In Chapter 7 we present the conclusions on reflection effect in close 

binaries stars. 
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Chapter 1 

Discrete space theory of radiative transfer 

1.1 Introduction 

The study of transfer of radiation is an essential part in the stellar astro

physics research. The complex physical processes that occur in stellar 

atmospheres do not permit us to obtain the solution of radiative trans

fer equation easily. Various people working with the problems of stellar 

atmospheres have developed different techniques depending upon their 

needs and tastes. Among the most notable methods of solving the equa

tion of radiative transfer is the one based on the principles of invari

ant embedding due to Ambarzumian (1943) and Chandrasekhar (1950). 

These principles are a special case of interaction principle and the star 

product Redheffer (1962) and Preisendorfer (1965) is applicable to any 

inhomogeneous media in curved geometries. In general we follow the 

following procedure . 

• We divide the medium into a number of 'cells' whose thickness is de

fined by T which is less than or equal to the critical thickness (Tcrit)· 

The critical thickness is determined on the basis of the physical char

acteristics of the medium. Tcrit ensures stability and uniqueness of 

the solution . 

• The integration of the transfer equation is performed on the 'cell' which 

is a two-dimensional grid of radius - angle bounded by 

10 



[rn, '1'n+d >< [JLj-t,ILj+t], 

where 
j 

f1,j+~ = I: Ck, j = 1,2, ... J 
- k=l 

where CS being the corresponding weights for the zeros f.lj of a suit-

able quadrature and f1,j+~ < /-lj < Pj+~. We shall select the roots 

and weights Gauss Legendre quadrature formula of the order J over 

(0,1) . 

• vVe compare these discrete equations with the canonical equations of 

the interaction principle and obtain the transmission and reflection 

operators of the 'cell' . 

• Lastly, we combine all the cells by star algorithm and obtain the radi

ation field. 

(we can divide the medium into shells whose thicknesses are larger 

than Tcrit but integration is done only on 'cell' and star algorithm is 

used to obtain the transmission and reflection operators of the shells by 

'adding' the cells.) 

We describe the method in the following sections. 

1.1.1 Interaction principle 

The interaction principle relates the incident and emergent radiation field 

from a n1edimll of given optical thickness. In figure 1.1, we have shown a 

shell of optical thickness with incident and emergent intensities. We as

sume that specific intensities u;t and U;;+l are incident at the boundaries 

nand n+1 respectively of the shell with optical thickness T. The symbols 

with signs + a.nd - represent specific intensities of the rays traveling in 

opposite din'ctions. 

11 



n 
Transmitted 
input radiation 
and reflected 

Radiation field Radiation 
+ due to internal = field from 

sources the shell 

Figu1'e 1.1: Schematic diagram showing the interaction principle. 

If J..l represents the cosine of the angle made by a ray relative to the 

common normal (in the spherical case, J.L is the angle made by the ray 

direction with the radius vector) to the stratification in the direction in 

which n increases. That is, 

and 

where 

I~ represents the specific intensity of the ray traveling in the direction J..l 

and I~ represents the specific intensity of the ray traveling in the opposite 

direction. In the case of plane parallel geometry U~ = I~. We select a 

finite set of values of J..l (J.Lj : 1 < j < mi 0 < J.Ll < It2 < J..l3 ••• Pm < 1). 

Then 

u+-n -

12 



and 

u- = n 

are m - diInensional vectors. 

The incident intensity vectors are u~ and U;;+l. 

The emergent intensity vectors are U~ and U~+l. 

The emergent radiation field will have the contributions from the internal 

sources say, 2:+(11, + 1,11,) and 2:-(11,,11, + 1) corresponding to the output 

intensity vectors U~+l and U~ respectively. 

We assume certain linear operators which reflect and transmit the inci

dent radiation namely, t(n+1, n), r(n, n+1), t(n, n+1) and r(n+1, n). 

Then we can write the output intensities in terms of the transmitted and 

reflected input intensities together with the internal sources as 

U;+1 = t(n + 1, n)U; + r(n, 11, + 1)U~+1 + ~+Cn + 1,11,), 

U;;- = r(n + 1, n)U~ + t(n, 11, + 1)U;;-+1 + ~-Cn, 11, + 1). (1.1) 

The introduction of the internal source terms namely, 2:+(11, + 1,11,) and 

2:-Cn, 11,+ 1) was due to Grant and Hunt (1969a). The relationship given 

by equation (1.1) is called the "Interaction Principle". Equation (1.1) 

can also be written concisely as 

( ~~+1 ) = S(n, n + 1) ( ~L ) + L(n, n + 1), (1.2) 

where 

S(nn+1)=(t(n+1,n) r(n,n+1)). (1.3) 
, r(n+1,n) t(n,n+1) 
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1.1.2 Star product 

If there is another shell with boundaries (n+1, n+2) adjacent to (n, n+1). 

interaction principle for this shell can be written as 

( U~+2 ) = S(n + 1, n + 2) ( U~+l ) + 2:(n + 1, n + 2), (1.-1) 
Un+1 Un+2 

where S(n+1, n+2) is similarly defined as in equation (1.3). If we com

bine the two shells (n, n+1) and (n+1, n+2), then the interaction princi

ple for the combined shell is written as, (thickness is arbitrarily defined) 

( ~~+2 ) = S(n, n + 2) ( ~L ) + 2:(n, n + 2). (1.5) 

Redheffer (1962) calls S(n, n+2) the star product of the two S-matrices 

S(n, n+1) and S(n+1, n+2). It is written as 

S(n,n+2) =8(n,n+1)*8(n+1,n+2). (1.6) 

Equation (1.5) is obtained by elimination U~+1 and U;+1 from equations 

(1.2) and (1.4). We can write rand t operators for the composite cell as 

t(n + 2, n) = t(n + 2, n + 1)[1 - r(n, 12 + l)r(n + 2,12 + 1)t1t(12 + 1, 12)~ 

t(n,12 + 2) = t(12, 12 + 1)[1 - r(n + 2,12 + l)r(n, n + 1)t1t(n + 1, n + 2), 

and 

r(n + 2, n) = r(n + 1, n) + t(n, 12 + l)r(n + 2, n + 1) x 

[I - r(n, n + l)r(n + 2, n + 1)t1 x t(n + 1, n), 

r(n, n + 2) = r(n + 1, n + 2) + t(n + 2, n + l)r(n, n + 1) x 

[I - r(n + 2, n + l)r(n, n + l)t l x t(n + 1, n + 2), (1.7) 

2:(n,12+2) A(n, n + 1; n + 2)2:(n, n + 1) + 

A'(n; n + 1, n + 2)2:(n + 1, n + 2), (1.8) 
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where I the identity matrix and 

and 

A(n,n+1;n+2) = 

( t(n + 2, n + 1)[1 - r(n, n + l)r(n + 2, n + 1)r1 0 ) 
t(n, 'n + l)r(n + 2, n + 1)[1 - r(n, n + l)r(n + 2, n + 1)r1 I . 

A' (n; n + 1, n + 2) = 

( I t(n + 2, n + l)r(n, n + 1)[1 - r(n + 2, n + l)r(n,~ + l)r1 ) • 

o t(n,n+l)[I-r(n+2,n+1)r(n,n+1)] , ' 
(1.9) 

~ (, 1) _ ( 2:+ (n + 1, n + 2) ) 
~ n, n + - -( 1 ) . 2: n,n + 

(1.10) 

Similarly 2: (n + 1, n + 2) is defined. If we write S ( Q') to designate the 

shell Q then 

(1.11) 

where (~* j3 denotes the region obtained by putting the two shells Q' and 

(3 together. If the shells are homogeneous and plane parallel then 

Q * j3 = (3 * 0'. (1.12) 

In general star multiplication is non-commutative. However, star multi

plication is associative. If we have to add several layers 0',;3, { ... then 

If the medium is homogeneous and very thick then we can use what is 

known as 'doubling method' (see van de Hulst 1965). For example, 

S(2P d) = S(2P-1d) * S(2P - 1d), (P = 1,2,3, ... ), (1.14) 

which means that we can generate the S-matrix for a layer of thickness 

2Pd in P cycles starting with S(d) rather than in 2P cycles of adding the 

S(d)'s one by one. If p = 10, then only a fraction 10/210 ~, 10-2 of the 

computational work is needed to add 210 layers of thickness d. 
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Figur'e 1.2: Schematic diagram showing the diffuse radiation. 

1.1.3 Calculation of radiation field at internal points 

We expect the reflection and transmission operators to be non-negative 

on the physical grounds that intensities are always non-negative. This 

condition will be satisfied only when the optical thickness of the shell 

is less than certain value called the 'critical size' Tcrit. If the optical 

thickness T of the shell in question is larger than the Tcrit then we can 

divide the shell into several subshells whose T is less than the Tcrit and 

then use star algorithm to calculate combined response from the subshells 

whose total thickness is T. If, for example we need the radiation field 

at internal points in the atmosphere, we shall have to divide the entire 

medium into as many shells as we need and calculate the radiation field 

at the N points in the medium. One can write down the interaction 

principle for each shell and solve the whole systenl of equations (see 

Grant and Hunt 1968). 

III figure 1.2, we show the atmosphere in which we calculate the internal 

radiation field. The atmosphere is divided into N shells (homogeneous or 
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inhomogeneous) with A and B as the inner and outer radii. The solution 

U~+l and u~ (for any shell between shell 1 (at b) and shell N (at a) are 

obtained from the relations 

u; = t(n, n + l)U~+l + V~+l' (1.15) 
2 

with the boundary conditions U N+1 = U-(a). The quantities r(l, n+1)~ 

V~+l and V~+l are calculated by employing the initial conditions r(l~ 
2 2 

1) = 0 and Vi = U+(b). The computation is done by the following 
2 

recursive relation. 

r(1, n+1) = r(n, n+1)+t(n+1, n)r(l, n)[I-r(n+1, n)r(l, n)r1t(n, n+1), 

V~+t = t(n + 1, n)V~_~ + }J+(n + 1, n) + Rn+t:E-(n, n + 1), 

where 

and 

V;+! = r(n + 1, n)V~_~ + Tn+~}J-(n, n + 1), (1.16) 

t(n + 1, n) = t(n + 1, n)[1 - r(l, n)r(n + 1, n)]-l, 

r(n + 1, n) = r(n + 1, n)[I - r(l, n)r(n + 1, n)t1, 

Rn+l = t(n + 1, n)r(l, n), 
2 

Tn+t = [I - r(n + 1, n)r(l, n)]-l, 

t(n, n + 1) = Tn+lt(n, n + 1). 
2 

(1.17) 

(1.18 ) 

To calculate the radiation field at the internal points we proceed as fol

lows: 

• Divide the medium into a number of shells (say N) with N+1 bound

aries as mentioned earlier. 
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• Start calculating the two pairs of reflection and transnlission operators 

r(n + 1, n), r(n, n + 1), t(n + 1, n) and t(n, n + 1) in each shell (if 

the optical thickness in each shell is larger than Tcrit, then apply star 

algorithm or use doubling procedure if the medium is homogeneous). 

• With the boundary condition that r(l, 1)=0 and vt = U+(a) and the r 
2 

and t operators mentioned above compute recursively r(l, n+ 1), VI 
2 

and t(n, n + 1) given in equations (1.16) to (1.18) from shell 1 to 

shell N (i.e.from b to a in figure 1.2). 

• Next we shall sweep back from a to b (see figure 1.2) calculating the 

radiation field given in equation (1.15) with the boundary condition 

U;+l = U- (a). If the surface at a is reflecting, we can write 

(1.19) 

where ra is t.he reflection operator. For a totally reflecting surface ra = 

I. Therefore, we have 

(1.20) 

from which one can calculate U N+1 from equation (1.19). Rest of the 

calculations follow equation (1.15). 

1.2 Applications of discrete space theory 

The discrete space theory of radiative transfer which was described in 

the previous section will be applied to few simple physical situations. 

The two important situations will be (1) monochrOlnatic and (2) spec

tral line transfer. In monochromatic situation we have to consider the 

discretization of radius and angle while in the line transfer case we have 
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to treat discretization of radius, angle and frequency. We shall apply first 

to the monochromatic case and study how the discrete space theory can 

be applied very efficiently and in particular to the scattering problems. 

1.2.1 Solution of monochromatic equation of radiative transfer 
in spherical sYlnmetry 

In this section we shall consider equation of transfer with monochromatic 

radiation field scattering isotropically (see Peraiah and Grant 1973). 

The equation of transfer is given in the form 

8 1 0 
~8r[r2I(r'J-L)] + ;:OJ-L[(l- J-L2)I(,r,J-L)] +O"(r)l(r,J-L) 

= O"(r) [[1 - W(1' )]b(1') + ~W( r) J~l p( 1', J-L, f-L') 1( r, J-L')dJ-L'] , (1.21) 

where W(T) is the albedo for single scattering, 1(1\ It) is the specific inten

sity of the ray, r is the radius, J-L = cos B(is the cosine of the angle made 

by the ray with radius vector), O"(r) is the absorption coefficient, b(r) 

represents the sources inside the cell and p(1', J.L, J-L') is the phase function. 

b(r) > 0, O"(r) > 0, 0 < w(r) < 1, 

and 

11+1 ')' 2" -1 p(1',f-L,J-L dJ-L = 1, 

and 

-1 < J-L, j.t' < 1. 

If we write A( 1') = 47i'r2, 

U(r, J-L) = A(r)I(r, J-L), 

B(r) = A(r)b(r). 
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We can rewrite the equation (1.21) of transfer in the form 

au ( r, /-L) 1 a 
/-L a + --a [(1 - It2)U(r, /-L)] + O"(r)U(r, ft) 

r r /-L 

= O"(r) [[1 - w(r)]B(r) + iw(r) L~l p(r, It, /-L')U(r, /-L')d/-L'] ,(1.23) 

for outward going rays, and 

-It aU(r, -/-L) - ~~[(1 - /-L2)U(r, -It)] + O"(-r)U(r, -ft) 
ar r a/-L 

= O"(r) [[1 - w(r)]B(r) + ~w(r) J_~l p(r, -/-L, /-L')U(r, /-L')d/-L'],1.24) 

for inward going rays, where we have restricted ft to lie in the interval 

[0, 1]. We represent derivatives by differences and integrals by sums. In 

the 'cell' method of deriving difference equations one formally integrates 

(1.23) and (1.24) over an interval [rn, rn+l] X [ltj-~' Itj+~] defined on a two 

dimensional grid ( Lathrop and Carlson, 1967 and 1971). The choice of 

the set {7'n } will be discussed when radial integration is performed. The 

choice of {jlj+~} is dictated by convenience. We shall employ the roots 

Itj and weights Cj of the Gauss-Legendre quadrature formula of order J 

over [0, 1] and define the cell boundaries by writing Itt = 0 and taking 

j 

/-Lj+~ = L Ck, j = 1,2, ... , J. 
k=l 

(1.25) 

Here we have to do the integration on angle grid and radial grid. We will 

perform the angle integration for the equation (1.23). This gives us 

out (r) 1 [ 2 + ( ) 2 ) + ( )] Gjltj ar + ~ (1 - Itj+~)Uj+~ r - (1 - Itj_~ Uj_~ r 

+GjO"(r)Ut(r) = O"(r)Cj [( 1 - w(r) )B(r) + ~w(r) 
""" 

J 
~ (P++(r)jj'CjUt(r) + P+-(r)jj'Cj'Uj-;-(7'))] , (1.26) 
;'=1 

where 
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UT ( r) = U ( r, - J-t j ) , 

P++(r)jjl =p(r,J-tj,J-tj'), 

P-+(r)jjl = p(r, -J-tj, J-tj'), etc. 

We get a similar equation from (1.24). The reason for the choice (1.25) 

should now be obvious; it permits us to evaluate the scattering integral 

term with the maximum accuracy assuming that the solutions ut, FT 
are sufficiently smooth. Provided we consider the diffuse field we can be 

sure that this is the case. However, we have not yet defined utt and we 

do this, with some loss of accuracy, by writing 

U+ - (jLj+l - J-tj+t)Uj± + (J-tj+~ - J.Lj)U/+ 1 • _ 1 ? J _ 1 
:+1 - ,J - , .... , ... , , 
) 2 J-tj+l - J-tj 

and for convenience, define ut = U1 by interpolation 

by writing 

2 2 

1 ut = U1 = -?(ut + U1), 
22 ... 

Uf(r) 
U:f(r) 

uj(r) 

(1.21) 

(1.28) 

(1.29 ) 

and making use of equations (1.27), (1.28) and (1.29) the equation (1.26) 

can be rewritten for all the angles in matrix form. This is given by 

M8~:(r) + ~[A +U+(r) + A -U-(r)] + /7(r)U+(r) 

= a(r) [( 1 - w{r) )B+ (r) + ~w(r) (p++ ('I') 

CU+(r) + P+-(r)CU-(r))], (1.30) 
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and similarly equation (1.24) can be rewritten 

8U-() 1 -M 8r r + ;-[A +U-(r) + A -U+(r)] + O"Cr)U-(r) 

= O"(T)[(I- w(r))B-(r) + ~W(T)(P-+(T) 
CU+(T) + P--(T)CU-(r))], (1.31) 

here C and M are diagonal matrices with elements [Cj 5jj l ]' [J.lj5jjl] 

respectively, B+ and B- are vectors with a similar structure to (1.28) 

and A + and A-are square J x J matrices defined by the equations 

(1 - J.l7+ 1 ) (J.lj+~ - J-lj) . . 
Cj A jk = (2 ) ,k = J + 1, J = 1, 2 ... J - 1 

J.lj+l - J.lj 

(1 - J-l7+~)(J.lj+l - J-lj+t) 

(J-lj+l - flj) 
k = j, j = 1,2 ... J. 

(1 - J-l;_~) (J.lj - J-lj-t) . . 
- (~ ) ,k = J - 1, J = 2, 3, . . . J, 

J.lj - J.lj-l 

and 

_ 1 
CjAjk = -2"8j ,15k,1. 

The quantities A + and A-are called the curvature matrices. These 

matrices arc the representation of curvature term given by 

1 8 
--8 (1 - J.l2)I(r,fl). 
T J.l 

We will give A + and A-matrices for J = 2 

J.ll =0.21132, J-l2=0.78868; and c1=c2 =0.5 

where J-l'S and c's are the roots and weights of Gauss-Legendre quadrature 

on J.lE(O, 1) (see Abramowitz and Stegun 1970, Page 921) we have 

A + = (-0.25 0.75 ), 
-0.75 -0.75 

A- = (~1 ~). 
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For J = 4, Ill=0.06943, fl2= 0.33001, ft3=0.66999, ft4= 0.9305/; and 

c1= 0.17393, c2 = 0.32607, c3=32607, c4=0.17393 

0...16494 2.23590 0 0 

A+ = 
-1.78139 -0.04258 1.15005 0 

0 -0.15005 -0.75945 0.58343 
0 0 -0.73228 -0.09379 

A - = -2.874768j 18k 1. 
I , 

Moreover, the curvature matrices should satisfy the relationship 
J 

?= Cj [Atk - Ajk] = 0, (1.32) 
3=1 

which is a necessary and sufficient condition for flux conservation in the 

spherically symmetric case. Now we will integrate (1.30) and (1.31) over 

the radial coordinate from Tn to 'T'n+1' This gives us 

M[U~+l - U~] + Tn+tU~+t = Tn+~[(1- wn+~)B~+! 
( 1 ++ pA+) + (1 p+- C pA -)u- ] -Wn+1P +1 C - -- U +1 + -Wn+1 +1 - -- +1 , 2 2 n 2 TIn 2 1. 2 n 2 Tin 3 

n+2" ... n+:i 
( 1.33) 

where 

u+ - U+(T ) n - n , 

and variable subscribed with n+!, for example U~+!' Tn+~' wn+t must be 

associated with some suitable average over the cell whose radial bound-

aries are Tn and Tn+l' 
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and 

p = Llrn+~/rn+~' 

where r n+~ is a suitable mean radius, for example ~(rn+l + rn). The 

quantities of U~+l' U~+l is 
2 2 

(1.35 ) 

which is nothing but the 'diamond' difference scheme. We substitute 

equation (1.35) into equation equations (1.33) and (1.34) and rearrange 

the input and output intensities in the form of interaction principle. Com

paring these equations with those given (1.1) we obtain the transmission 

and reflection operators. 

( U~+l ) = (t(n+ 1,n) r(n,n + 1) ) (U! ) + (E~+t ) .(1.36) 
U;;- r(n + 1, n) t(n, n + 1) U n+1 En+l 

2 

The rand t matrices and the vectors E± can be expressed in terms of 

the matrices and vectors appearing in (1.33) and (1.34). We obtain the 

transmission and refiection operators as follows: Define first 

(1.37) 

and then 
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and 

Write 

and 

Then 

and 

r+- = a+s+- , -+ - a-s-+ r - , 

t+ = [I - r+-r-+]-l, 

t- = [I - r-+r+-r 1. 

t(n + 1, n) = t+[a +S++ + r+-r-+], 

t(n, n + 1) = t-[a -S-- + r-+r+-], 

r(n + 1, n) = 2t-r-+ a +M, 

r(n, n + 1) = 2t+r+-a -M, 

:E~+! = Tn+~(l - wn+t)t+[A +B+ + r+- A-B-], 

:E-+1 = Tn+dl - Wn+l)t-[a -B- + r-+ a +B+]. 
n 2 2 2 

This can be achieved only if 

± 1 A+ J-L' + -p ., 
Tn+t < Terit = minj 1 (J 2 JJ). 

-2 1 - W n+ lpt.+ CJ' 2 33 -
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Generally, we take the critical step size to be approximately equal to 

(1,45 ) 

For four angle quadrature Tcrit=O.14. Once we calculate the rand t op

erators corresponding to this optical depth, we can use the star algorithm 

for for obtaining the radiation field for a shell of larger optical thickness. 

1.2.2 Flux conservation in the monochromatic case 

We must have the solution checked for flux conservation. The system 

should neither create nor destroy energy and we must show that the 

solution obtained in the frame work of discrete space theory does conserve 

flux (see Grant and Hunt 1969b and Peraiah and Grant 1973). The 

simplest case is that when we have purely scattering luedia. In this case 

we have w=1. We solve the transfer equation equation as described in the 

previous section and obtain the operators r(n, n + 1), r(n + 1, n), t(n, n+ 

1), t{n + 1, n). Then we should show that 

Ilt(n + 1, n) + r(n + 1, n)11 = 1 + O(~T), (1.46) 

where 11.11 means we take the norm defined by 

IIAII = f= I (DAD-i). I, k = 1,2,3, ... J, (1,47) 
j=l Jk 

and 

D = 27fMC. (1.48) 

As a conseqnence of condition(1.46) 

(1) ~ tcdpj/(n) + Pjk+(n) 1 = 1 k -1'J J - , ..... .,... , (1.49) 

this is due to scattering, and 

k'-1? J. - ,'"", ... , (1.50) 
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this is due to the nature of the curvature terms. A more practical way of 

testing the system for flux conservation is as follows; We introduce smne 

flux at the point a and calculate the fluxes that emerge out at a and b 

(see figure 1.2). Thus P denotes the flux, we must have 

P-(a) = P-(b) + P+(a). (1.51) 

We notice that we did not give any flux at b (i.e), ut = 0, where P-(b) 

is the flux emerging at r = band F+ (a) is the flux back scattered into 

the inner region. 

1.2.3 Line formation in expanding media 

The spectral lines formed in stellar atmospheres contain information re

garding temperature, pressure, composition, dynamical state of the gas 

etc. Therefore, it is necessary to study the formation of lines in stellar 

atmospheres. There are several important steps that one has to consider 

while calculating the lines. These are as follows: 

• The effects of curvature on the radiation field, 

• The geometrical extension of the atmospheres, 

• Consideration whether the lines is formed in LTE or in non-LTE, 

• Consideration of the photon redistribution regarding whether the line 

is formed with complete redistribution or with partial redistribution, 

• The hydrodynamic status of the medium whether medium is expanding 

or contracting or static, 

• The distribution of temperature in the atmosphere, 

• The effect of radiation field on the ionization structure of the gas and 

dust, 
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• The abundance of the line forming ions and this ratio with respect to 

the abundance of other elements, 

• The statistical equilibrium equation representing several levels of the 

atom, 

• The equation of state of the gas of the atnlosphere in which we study 

the pressure, temperature, composition of the medium. 

All the above characteristics shall have to be taken into account si

multaneously to study the spectral line. It is however, very difficult to 

include all these effects into the calculations of the lines simultaneously. 

In the following we will add one by one and make the calculations as 

complicated as permitted by the available computing facilities. Now we 

shall discuss the effects of extendedness, curvature of the mediuln and 

non-LTE. 

1.2.4 The equation of transfer in COllloving fraille 

In spherical geornetry the tenns that should be included in the transfer 

equation wh(\n it is transformed into the comoving frame are given by 

(see Chandrasekhar, 1945; Mihalas et aI., 1975, Mihalas, 1978); 

[ ( 2) VCr) 2 dV ( r )] () I ( x, f.-l, l' ) 
1 - f.-l -,,.- + f.-l dr ax' ( 1.52) 

where I (x, ±fL, r) is the specific intensity of the ray at an angle 

cos- 1 f.-l [llf.(O, 1)] with the radius vector at the radial point r with fre

quency ;r( = (v - vo) / tlvD where Vo and v are the frequency points at the 

line centre amI at any point in the line and tlvD is the standard frequency 

interval such as Doppler width), V(r) is the velocity of the gas at r in 

units of rnecUl thermal units (rntu). 
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Equation of line transfer in the in the comoving frame with absorption 

and emission due to dust and gas (see Peraiah and Wehrse, 1978; Peraiah 

1984, Wehrse and Kalkofen, 1985; Peraiah, A., Varghese, B. A., Rao, ~I. 

S., 1987) is given by, 

81(x,j.l,1') 
j.l 81' + 

(1 - j.l2) 81(x, j.l, 1') 
l' 8j.l 

I(L(1') [(¢(x) + ,8)] [8(1', j.l, x) - 1(1', j.l, x)] 

[(1 2)V(1') 2 dV (1')]81(r'1J-l,x) + - j.l --+ j.l -~ ----....:~--..-:.. 
l' dr ax 

+I\dust [Sdust (1', j.l, x) - 1(1', J-l, x)] , (1.53 ) 

and 

81(x, -J-l, 1') 
-j.l----

81' 
(1 - 1£2) 81(x, -J-l, 1') 

l' 8j.l 

I( L (1') [( ¢( x) + ,8)] [8 (r, - j.l, x) - 1(1', - j.l, x)] 

[(1 2)V(1') 2dV(1')]81(r,-j.l,x) + - j.l -- + j.l ---'- -.:.-...-~~ 
l' d1' 8x 

+I(dust [Sdust (1', - j.l, x) - 1(1', -1£, x)] , (1.54) 

Here I( L (1') is the line-centre absorption coefficient, (3 is the ratio of 

continuum to the line opacities. ¢(x) is the profile function subjected to 

normalization such that 

(1.55) 

where 8 is the Doppler width. The quantity 8(r', ±j.£, x) is the source 

function given by; 

and 

(1 - E) 1+00 1+00 I SL(1') = 2 -00 ¢(x)dx -00 I(1',Ji,',x)dxdp, +EB(x,T(1')), (1.57) 
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is the line source function. The quantity Sc(1') is the continuum source 

function given by; 

5('(1') = p{'l')B(x. TCr)). (1.58 ) 

Here E is the probability per each scattering that a photon will be de

stroyed by collisional de-excitation. p(1') is an arbitrary factor less than 

one and B(:c, T(1')) is the Planck function with frequency x, and temper

ature T at the radial point 1'. !(dust(r) is the absorption coefficient of the 

dust and the dust source function Sdust (1', ±J.-L, x) is ~iven by, 

Sdust(1', ±Il, x) = (1 - W)Bdust + 
w ]+00 ') ( I ) I - P (po, J.-L , r I 7" fl' , x d It , 2 -00 

(1.59) 

where Bdust is the Planck function for the dust emission, w the albedo of 

the dust and P the isotropic and coherent scattering phase function. The 

quantity Bdust is normally neglected because the re-emission will be far 

away frorn the line centre and therefore may not contribute to the line 

radiation. Although we need not consider the term containing Bdust, we 

have included it for the sake of cOlnpleteness. 

We have adopted the" CELL" method described by Peraiah (1984) to 

solve the eqnation (1.53) and (1.54); This is done by suitable discretiza

tion in frequency, angle as radius. For frequency discretization we choose 

the discrete points Xi and weights ai such that 

] +00 I 
¢(x)f(x)dx'::::. L aif(x), 

-00 i=-J 

l 

L ai = 1. 
i=-J 

(1.60) 

The angle discretization is done with abscissae {J.lj} and weights {Cj } 

such that 

m 

L Cj = 1. (1.61) 
j=l 
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We choose the radial point rn and rn+l as discrete points for radial dis

cretization. The integration of equation (1.53) and (1.54) is done on the 

'«Cell»' bounded by: 

(1.62 ) 

The quantities /-Lj+~ are chosen according to convenience. In this problenl 

we choose Ilj+~ by the relation 

j 

lij+t = L Ck j = 1,2,3, ... , m. (1.63) 
k=l 

We have chosen /-L'S and C's to be roots and weights of Gauss-Legendre 

quadrature. We shall write the following m vectors 

where T indicates transpose. Let us introduce 

J( Tn, /-L1, Xi) 

and 

U + - 4 2 in - 7fr n , 

J( Tn, li2, Xi) 

J( Tn, li3, Xi) 

J( Tn, lim, Xi) 

J(Tn, -1-"1, Xi) 
I ( Tn, - 1-"2, Xi) 

U-:- = 47f7,2 J(Tn' -1-"3, Xi) I,n n 

After integration (1.53) and (1.54) reduces to; 

Mm ( utn+ 1 - utn) + Pc (A;;' utn+~ + A;;; U~n+~) + 

Tg n+l (f3 + ¢i) 1 VTn+l + TdJn+~ utn+~ 
'2 n+ 2 ' 2 
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(1.68 ) 

(1.69) 

Mm = [ILjbjk] , em = [Cjbjk] ' (1.70) 

di+~ = (Xi+l - Xi)-l, utr~ = ~(Ur + Ur+l), (1. 71) 

the subscript n + ~ correspondence to the average of the quantity over 

the «Cell» bounded by 'l'n and 'J'n+l. The quantities Ai'll and Am are 

the curvature matrices and 

(1.72) 

2 [( 2) ~ ] Mi+~ = 1 - JLj i5jk , (1. 73) 

with 

(1.74) 

Further more, we have , 

(1. 75) 
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The quantity Pc is called the curvature factor given by: 

i1r 
Pc =--. 

rn+t 

(1.76} 

(1. 77) 

The matrices P++, P+- 1 P-+, P-- are the phase matrices of dimension 

m and for isotropic scattering, all the elements of these matrices are equal 

to unity. Equations (1.68) and (1.69) are rewritten for I frequency points 

as follows: 

M(U~+l - U~) + Pc (A+U;+! +A-U~+t) + Tg,n+t4>n+tU;+t + 

+Td,n+~EU~+! = Tg,n+~S~+t + ~Tg,n+~O"n+!(4)4,rW) (U+ + u-t+i 

+_?1 Td n+.!.wn+.!. (p++CU+ + P+-CU-) + Td n+.!. (1 - Wn+.!.) Bd++ 1 
""' I 2 2 n+~ I 2 2 ,n '5' 

+M1dU;+.!.l (1.78) 
2 

M(U;; - U;;+l) - Pc( A +U~+t + A -U~+t) + Tg,n+t</>n+~ U~+~ + 

+Td n+.!.EU~+l = Tg n+1S-+1 + ~Tg n+10'"n+1 (4)¢TW) (U+ + U-) 1 
I 2 n '5' I 2 n '2 2 I:! 2 n+ 2" 

+ 21Tdn+.!.Wn+l(P-+CU+ + p--CU-) + Tdn+l(l- Wn+.!.)B'd'-+1 
I 2 2 n+t I 2 2 ,n '2 

+MldU~+t, (1.79) 

where 

U~ = rut n' Uf n' U±3 n"" Urn"" ut n]T, , " , , 

T indicates the transpose of the vector. 

Mm c+ m 

M= 
c+ m 
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k=j+(£-l)m, l<k<I{=ml, 

i, j being running indices of frequency and angle discretization, and: 

where 
A. _ ai¢i 

Z - I (1.83 ) 

I: Ai<P(Xi) 
i'=l 

E is the unit matrix of (KxK) dimensions. The quantities P++ etc., are 

given by; 
P++ 

m 

p++ = P++ 
m 

p++ 
In 

For isotropic scattering P++, P-- etc., are equal. Further more, 

B / ± B/± I 
d +1 = d +1 1, ,n 2 ,n 2 

Ml = [MlaVn+~+M2PcVn+~]' 
M;n 

.. 

2 M= ,M~ = [ (1 - fL,J)5j / ], 

j, l = 1,2, ... , m, and; 

-d1 

-d2 

d= 
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(1.85) 

(1.86) 

(1.87) 

(1.88) 



d· - (x· X· )-1 Z· - ? 3 I 1 l - l+l - ~-1 - .... , ,... - . (1.89) 

We replace U~+~, U~+~ by the diamond scheme given by, 

1 (+ +) _ U+ 2" Un + U n+1 - n+~' 

~(U;; + U;;+l) = U~+~. (1.90) 

Substitution of equations (1.90) into equations (1.78) and (1.79) will give 

us: 

where 

tll = 

'I'll = 

1'12 = 
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where E is the unit matrix. Let us define the following lnatrices, 

Z++ = (</> - ~(J(I></>TW) + Td (E _ ~wp++C) _ MId + PeA+, (1.92) 
2 Tg 2 Tg Tg 

~ + = M + -T. Z++ . ( 1 )-1 
2 9 , 

( 1 )-1 
~- = M+2'TgZ-- , 

Y +- _ 1 A-,A-,TW 1 Td p+-C PeA -
- -(]"f/'f' + --w - , 

2 2~ ~ 

Y -+ 1 A-,A-,TW 1 Td p-+c PeA -= -(]''f''f' + --w + , 
2 2 Tg Tg 

1 
A = M - -T. Z++· 2 9 , 

1 g+- = -TgA +y+-
2 

_+ 1 A _Y_+ 
g = ?Tg~ , 

.... 

st = s+ + Td (1 - w)Bd+, 
Tg 

(1.94) 

(1.95 ) 

(1.96) 

(1.97) 

(1.98) 

(1.99) 

(1.100) 

(1.101 ) 

Using equations (1.92) to (1.101) we can write the reflection and trans

mission lnatrices. These are given by 

t(n + 1, n) = G+-[A + A + g+-, g-+] (1.102) 

(1.103) 

(1.104) 
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and 

:E+ - G+-[A +S+ + +-A -S-] - T9 ~ 1 g 1 , 

(1.105) 

(1.106) 

(1.107) 

The translnission and reflection operators and the source vectors which 

are represented in equations (1.102) to (1.107) are estimated in each shell 

whose thickness is Tcrit. Note that rcrit is determined by the physical 

character of the medium. Using these operators we calculate the inter

nal radiation field with the help of the above procedure. The frequency 

-dependent radiation field thus calculated is transfornled on to the ob

server's fraIne at infinity. 

1.2.5 Calculation of line fluxes for an observer at infinity 

Once we obtain the source function S(r, x) in the cOlnoving frame, we 

need to COlupute line fluxes in the frame of the observer at infinity. 

In figure 1.3a, we give a spherically symmetric radially expanding at

mosphere surrounding a star. One can explain qualit.atively the absorp

tion and eluission features of a spectral line formed in these objects. 

Formation of lines in these atmospheres depend on several factors: den

sity distribution, geometrical extension, expansion velocities etc. Let us 

consider a transparent envelope so that all photons reach the observer. 

For the sake of simplicity, we consider line centre frequency for either 

emission or absorption to occur so that the external observer will receive 

the line centre frequency from any part of the mediuIll Doppler shifted 

by an amount corresponding to the velocity of expansion along the line 

of sight. 
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(a) 

A A 
To the observer 

To observer 

(el 

a 

Figure 1.3: Schematic diagram of an expanding stellar envelope (1) cen
tral star (2) photospheric surface (3) emission lobe (4) occulted region 
from the observer (5) absorption feature region (sometimes even emis
sion) . 
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The region -! in figure 1.3a is the occulted region from the observer by 

the stellar disc and therefore cannot be seen by the observer. The region 

5, the region projected on the stellar disc can either emit radiation with

out any major reabsorption (similar to the formation of a forbidden line 

in a nebula) or when the electron temperature is much greater than the 

colour temperature of the radiation from the background photosphere. In 

this case, one would obtain a violet shifted emission feature. The second 

possibility that can occur in this region is that the incident photospheric 

radiation is absorbed or scattered out of the line of sight resulting in 

the formation of a violet shifted absorption feature. The region 3 (the 

emission lobes of the sides of the disc) generates photons which are emit

ted thermally or scattered from both stellar and diffuse radiation field 

from the envelope. In these emission lobes, the line of sight velocities 

lie between positive and negative values producing a symmetric emission 

feature covering from violet to red side of the central frequency of the 

line. As the region 4 is occulted from the observer by the stellar disc, 

we cannot observe the maximum red shift, therefore we can obtain in

formation about the velocities only from the blue shift of the absorption 

or emission feature. 

We shall d(\scribe a method to obtain the flux profiles once the source 

functions is known as a function of frequency and radius. The envelope 

is divided into iV shells (strictly speaking sectors) with radii 'rn , rl = it 

(the inner radius and rN = B, the outer radius. We know in advance 

the values of the absorption coefficient K, (r ), S (r ), V (r ). We select a 

set of N parallel rays parallel to the direction of the observer at infinity. 

First we consider the side lobes (regions 3). Each ray is defined by an 

impact parameter Pn corresponding to the ray n tangential to the sector 
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with radius 'I'll' This ray will intersect 2(N - n) + 1 sectors, the number 

1 represents the sector with which the ray is a tangent. We need to 

evaluate the transfer in each seglnent such as CD (see figure 1.3b). \\·e 

shall apply the formal solution 

(1.108) 

where T is the optical depth of the segment such as CD. In the observers 

frame, the line frequencies will have Doppler shifts from (-x to +x) to 

(x ± j.LV) due to velocities. Therefore the source functions calculated for 

the lines with frequencies -x to x in the comoving frame cannot cover the 

red and blue shifts corresponding to velocities ± V in the line frequencies 

in the rest frame. Therefore we integrate the source function over the 

line with respect to frequency so that it can be used over whole range of 

line frequencies in the observer frame. This is given as 
+/ 

Sn = L AiSn(Xi, Tn), 
i=-/ 

(1.109) 

(1.110) 

We Ileed to ('stimate the optical depth TeD accurately to compute [n(c). 

We divided this segment CD into say, I( smaller segments. Let 0 D = 

rn+2; DC = 'f'n+l. Divide the segment CD into k smaller segments each 

of equal length at point Ql (this is at C), Q2 ... Qk (see figure 1.3c). Let 

each segmeut is equal to ~Q = CD / k. we need to find cosines of the 

angles o:(Qdmade by the lines such as OQl, OQ2,'" OQk with the ray 

at Ql,Q2,." Qk. We now obtain J.L(Qk) as 

(1.111 ) 

where 
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PC+k·6.Q, 11,=0,1, ... 11, 

(1'2 1'2)~ n+l - n -, (1.112) 

ilQ CD/II" 

CD ( ... 2 ... 2)! ( ... 2 .2)~ 
I n+2 - I n - I n+l - 1 n -. 

Now we can compute the frequencies in the observers frame using the 

relation 

(1.113) 

where F( Qk) is the radial velocity along the radius vector OQk at the 

point Qk. The source functions at the points Ql, Q2, ... are obtained 

by a simple linear interpolation of the values at 1'n+l and 1'n+2. For this 

purpose, OIlL' should take as many shells as possible which is equal to 

the nnrnber of rays. One can use a large number of rays. The boundary 

condition where the ray crosses the Nth shell is given as IN = O. Then 

I(N -1) is estilllated using the equation (1.108) repeatedly along the seg

ment such as CD. The profile function is computed using the relation 

(1.113). For redistribution functions one can use the profile function. 

We have computed the intensities for each ray corresponding to each 

frequency ill the range Xo ~ x ± Il(Qk)V(Qk). 

The optical depth in each segrnent such as (QkQk-d along the line of 

sight is COlnpllted using the relation 

(1.114) 

where ¢(xo) is the profile function. K,(Qk, Qk-r) is the absorption coeffi

cient betwe(\ll the points Qk and Qk-l. Thus, the monochromatic flux is 

computed by using the formula 

(1.115) 
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A similar calculation of the intensities in the region 5 (of figure 1.3a) is 

also performed. 
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Chapter 2 

Reflection effect in close binaries 

2.1 Introduction 

Most stars are found in groups that are gravitationally bound to each 

other. The majority of these stars are found in binary systems which are 

systems of two stars in orbit around a common center of mass. Binaries 

are useful systems for astronomers because two stars in orbit obey well 

understood laws of motion. From their orbital velocities and periods~ 

it's possible to calculate the cOlnbined and inclividuallnasses of the stars 

in a system. When the stars are plotted by their brightness and their 

spectral type on Hertzsprung-Russell diagram, most stars falls on to a 

narrow baud called main sequence. But the stars that compose close 

binary systcrns are not the same luminosity as star of similar type, so 

they fall slightly off the main sequence-the primary stars tend to appear 

below it, while the secondary above it. 

Kopal (1959) first classified all close binaries into three groups - de

tached, semi-detached, and contact systems. In detached systems both 

star remain well within their respective Roche lobes ((3 -Aurigae). In 

selni-detachcd systems however, one component fills its Roche lobes (Al

gol, f3 Persi). Contact binaries are still exotic -both components fill their 

Roche lobes and continually interact (44-Bootis B). 
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One can think of a quite a number of binary star configurations in 

which relatively sinlple numerical treatment of reflection will be adequate. 

Most obvious is that of slowly rotating stars, which are well detached from 

their limiting lobes and are therefore, not far from spherical. Systems of 

main sequence stars with radii of the order of 10%-15% of their separation 

fall into this category and or reasonably common (for stars which are 

smaller than this there is, in most cases, hardly any reflection effect). 

In a close binary system each component will receive the radiation 

from its companion. If a star is to remain in radiative equilibrium, all 

the energy received from outside must be re-emitted, without altering 

the rate of escape of radiation from the deep interior. This phenomenon, 

known as the" reflection effect" is inevitable in close binaries. To explain 

this effect properly further study of the problem is necessary to answer 

- or at least to give some clues to - several fundamental parameters such 

as mass and radii. In radiative transfer theory, we solve the equation of 

radiative transfer by assuming certain geometrical configuration such as 

plane parallel or spherical symmetric stratification of the media. These 

geometrical configurations assume symmetric boundary conditions and 

whenever we have asymmetric incident radiation, the solutions devel

oped in the context of symmetrical geometries as mentioned above, will 

have to be modified. Such problems are encountered in the evaluation 

of radiation from the irradiated component of the binary system. If we 

treat one of the component as a point source in a binary system then 

the problem of incident radiation from such source is equivalent to the 

searchlight problem. Chandrasekhar (1958) has calculated the diffuse 

scattering function in a plane parallel medium when a pencil of beam 

of radiation from a point source is incident. There have been several 
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attempts for calculating the diffuse radiation field in such simple geome

tries. HoweveL the calculation of the radiation field during the eclipses 

in close binaries is of different cOlnplexity. There are t:\"\"o important as

pects one should take into account: (1) the physical processes that takes 

place inside the atmosphere and (2) the geometrical shape of the illumi

nated surface which reflects the light. Generally, if the atmosphere of the 

component nnder consideration is extended or fills its Roche lobe, then 

the probleln of determining the enlergent radiation from such surfaces 

becOlne ver:y difficult. The process of estimating the radiation field from 

such surfaces become complicated when the various competing physical 

processes arc taken into account. Geometrical considerations alone ,\vOlIld 

cOlnplicate the calculations because of the deformed shape due to t.idal 

effects from the neighbour and due to self radiation. The resultant shape 

would be an ellipsoid and the problem requires special treatment. The 

solution of radiative transfer equation either in plane parallel symmetr~· 

or in spherical symmetry or in cylindrical symmetry cannot accurately 

describe the radiation field emanating from such surfa(·(\s. 

N ow in this chapter Vv'(' will describe a method for est.imating the re

flected radiation from a prima.ry component in a. binary system. 

2.2 Distribution of radiation incident from a point 
source 

vVe shall assume that the components are spherical (t.he method can be 

extended for non spherical shapes). We have assumed t.he albedo of single 

scattering to be unity, i.e. purely scattering medium. In figure 2.1, let 

o is the centre of the primary cOlnponent whose atmosphere is divided 

in spherical shells. Let S be a point source outside t.he star (secondary 



component) 01l axi~ OX and t.he 0\'· is Iwrpendicular to OX. \Ve shall 

aSSUl11e that the radiation is coming from point source S is incident on 

primary ('omponent at points snch as Pi, P:2, .... etc. These rays trayel 

through the medimn intersecting the shells at given radial points. \\-e 

choose a radius vpetor corresponding to a given g (the colatitude) and 

calculate the source functions where this radius vector meets the shell 

boundaries at points such as Ql' Q2, Q3"'" etc. The calculation of 

source fuuction is done by employing the 'Rod' lllodel of one-dilnensional 

radiative transfer (Soholev 1963, Wing 1962) along the ray path inside 

the Inediulll. This means we calculate the source functions at points Ql' 

Q2' Q;3 ... , ('te. 

2.2.1 Description of rod lllodel 

We 1:iha11 a1:iSlllllC a steady state, monochrOlnatic ray with or without in

ternal source's (S('<' figure 2.2). The optical depth is calculatedllsing the 

relation 
[i I 

T = r(O = Jo (j(~ ), r(l) = T. (2.1 ) 

The transf'<'r of radiation is a.ssumed to take place along the ray paths 

P,QI' P:lQ~'P:I(h···, dc. (in figure 2.1) or along 01 (in figure 2.2) with 

isotropic s('a.t,t('ring (It = ±1 and p(r) = phase rnatrix elements). The 

SOlll'C(, fuuction that includes diffuse radiation can be written as (see 

P('raiah 1982), 

and 
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Figure !2.1: Schematic model diagram showing how the radiation field is calculated in 

the atmosphere of the irradiated component illuminated by a point source 

T o 

1 - o 
I ("C) 

T = Total optical depth 
1 = Total geometrical depth 

Figure 2.2: Schematic diagram of rod model 
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where 

S+(T) = w(T)[p(T)I+(T) + (1- p(T))I-(T)], (2.-1:) 

S-(T) = ~1(T)[(1- p(T))I+(T) +p(r))I-(r)], (2.5) 

where W (r) is the albedo for single scattering which is equal to unity in 

a pure scattering medium, p( T) is the phase matrix (here it is equal to 

!) and the specific intensities (see figure 2.2) I+(r) and I-(T) are giY€n 

by the differential equations. 

dI+ 1+ - S+ + - , dT 
dI
-+1-=S-. 
dr 

The boundary condi tiOll at r = 0 and r = T are given by 

and 

(2.6 ) 

(2.7) 

(2.8) 

(2.9) 

We shall specify It later and set 12 = O. From equations (2.6) and (2.7) 

the solution can be obtained and is given by, 

and 

1+ (r) = I 1 + (T - r)( 1 - p) 
1 l+T(l-p) , 

I-(r) = II (T - r)(l - p). 
1 +T(l-p) 

From equations (2.10) and (2.11) we obtain, 

1 
1+ (T = T) = h 1 + T (1 _ p) , 

_ T(l-p) 
I (T = 0) = h 1 + T(l _ p)' 

Nloreover, 

(2.10) 

(2.11) 

(2.12) 

(2.13) 

'r(T) = T(l - p) --7 1 as T --7 00, (2.14) 
1 + T(l - p) 
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and 
1 

t(T) = 1 + T(l _ p) -+ 0, as T-+oo (2.15) 

where r(T) and t(T) are the reflection and transmission coefficients re

spectively. From (2.14) and (2.15) we find 

'l'(T) + t(T) = 1, (2.16) 

which is the expression for conservation of energy. 

Using the results of above analysis we can calculate the source func

tions according to one- dimensional rod model at points where the radii 

corresponding to each B meet the shell boundaries. Our aim is to ob

tain the source functions described in equations (2.2) and (2.3). Here 

we calculate the optical depth along the ray path eg., PI Qll P2Q2, P3Q3' 

... etc. and elnploy this optical depth to estimate the ~pecific intensities 

and source functions at these points. 

2.2.2 Calculation of self radiation of the primary component 

In audition to the incident radiation from the secondary component, we 

have the ratliatioll of the primary component itself. This self radiation 

of the prillmry component can be calculated easily by employing the 

radiative transfer equation in a spherically-symmetric approximation. 

The equation of transfer is given in the form 

~ gJ2I (r, Jl) 1 + ~ :)(1 - Jl2)I(r, Jl) 1 + l1(r )I(r, Jl) 

= 0"(1')[[1- w(r)]b(r) + ~w(r) J~lP(r,J-l,p/)I(l',J-l')dJ.l]' (2.17) 

where weI') is the albedo for single scattering, I(r,J-l) is the subject to 

the conditions in discrete space theory as described in Chapter 1 section 

(1.2.1). 
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't= 0 

Figure 2.3: Plane parallel model 

Therefore~ if S( 1',8) is the total radiation, SI(1', 8) is the source function 

due to irradiation from external source and S s (r) is that due to self

radiation of the star itself, then 

(2.18 ) 

Next step is to calculate the distribution of intensities at the internal 

points like QI, Q2 ... etc., along the radius and find out the distribution of 

the ernergent radiation field at points like PI, P 2, •.• etc, . The radiation 

field is givell by the formal solution of radiative transfer equation in 

plane parallel approximation (Chandrasekhar 1960, equations 64 and 65 

on p.12., and ngnre 2.3 here). 

r1 dt 
J(T,+ll,) = J(Thlt)exp[-(Tl - T)llt] + 17 S(t)exp[-(t - T)]-, (2.19) 

T ~ 

for outward iutensities and 

loT dt 
J( T, -Ii) = 1(0, -tt)exp[ -( TilL] + S(t)exp[ -( T - t)llt]-, 

o ~ 
(2.20) 

for inward intellsities. For the explanation of various terms see figure 2.3. 

The optical depths are always measured from A to B, and 1 > ~ > 0 

where cos- 1 It is the angle made by the ray with AB. The equations 

(2.19) and (2.20) describe the radiation field emerging from the irradi

ated surface which receives the incident radiation coming from the point 

source S. 
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2.2.3 Brief description of the computational procedure 

We have considered a component whose outer radius is Rout(=1012cm 

and atmosphere thickness is ~ 0.5 Rout. Let us assume that incident ra

diation is coming from a point S at a distance of 4.5 x Routcm away from 

the centre of the primary component with it's centre at O. We divided 

the atmosphere of primary component into 25 spherical shells (interms of 

shell number where shell numbers are counted outside to inside ie, n=l 

at Rout and n=25 at Rin)' We calculate the source functions at points 

Qll Q2, Q3' ... , etc,. on radius vector co-latitude B. This is done by 

employing the rod model described in equations (2.2), (2.3), (2.4) and 

(2.5). We calculate the segments P 1 Q1, P 2Q2,' .. , etc., and estimate the 

optical depths according to the law that the density varies as~. The 

electron scattering has been assumed in the medium with No (at Rout = 

1012cm) = 1012cm-3 to 1015cm -3. We have presented the results for No 

= 1014 cm-3 and with this density (which is varying as :), the radial op

tical depth bccolnes 1.1. Here while calculating the source functions due 

to self radiation, we have used the spherically symmetric approximations 

and calculated the source functions. 

The results are given in the form of distribution of radiation at different 

points along the radii such as Ql, Q2, Q31' .. , etc., by solving the equations 

(2.19) and (2.20). Let IQ be the intensity of radiation incident spherically 

sYlnmetrically on the inner boundary of the atmosphere of the star and 

the intensity coming from point S be Is. The incident radiation at the 

point P will be IS/-l cos 'Y. We have considered the following cases. 

Case 1: I Q / Is = 0.1 

Case 2: IQ/ Is = 1 

Case 3: I Q / Is = 10 
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The figures 2A~ to 2.9 shows the radiation field I(rl j.l, B) are plotted 

against J.l for a specified () and r representing cases 1, 2 and 3 respec

tively. In these figures the continuous (I) curves denote the distribution 

of radiation due to the incident radiation from the point source and the 

dotted curves (Is) denote the resultant radiation field due to external 

and self radiation fields. 

2.2.4 Results and discussion 

These results represent the radiation on the outermost layers of the re

flected surface. In the figures 2.4, 2.5, 2.6, we have plotted I(n = 1, J.L) 

for case 1, 2 and 3 respectively. From figure 2.4, one can see that the 

intensities at () = 0° are quite small and increase considerably at e = 90°. 

In case 2, we have again the same phenomenon (figure 2.5) although at 

e = 90° (along OS see figure 2.1) more radiation goes into the star than 

the outcoming radiation. I (n = 1, J.l) for case 3 figure 2.6 shows again 

the same features of figure 2.5, with much less radiation going into the 

star both at f} = 0° and B = 90°. 

In the figures 2.7,2.8,2.9 we have plotted I(r,p,) at f) = 0° for case 1, 

case 2, and case 3. The continuous curves denote the external radiation 

and the dotted curve indicate the resultant radiation field due to both 

external and self radiation. Here the co-latitude () = 0°, corresponds to 

the radiation along OY (see figure 2.1). At the bottOlll of the atmosphere 

n = 25 or r=Rin) the effect of external radiation is not much in figure 

2.7 (ie case 1) but increases when the self radiation is added to it. At 

the shell n = 15, we see that the combined radiation field is maximum 

while at the outermost layer (n = 1) it is not as large as that (n = 15). 

This is not difficult to understand on physical grounds. We have diluted 
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Figu're 2.4: Distribution of the emergent radiation field at 0 = 0°,60°,90° for case 1 
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Figure 2.5: Distribution of the emergent radiation field at () = 0°,60° 1 90° for case 2 
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Figm'c :2,6: Distribution of the emergent radiation field at () = 0°,60°,90° for case :3 

self radiation and at n = 25 the external radiation becomes weak. In 

the IniJdle we have the combined radiation field of both, although partly 

diluted. The similar kind of trend can be seen in figures 2.8, and 2.9. 

In the figures 2.10, 2.11, 2.12 we have plotted I(r,).L) at e = 60° for 

case 1, case 2, and case 3. We also observe similar kind of features as in 

figures 2.7, 2.8,and 2.9. The main difference between these set of figures 

is more radiation comes out in all cases when f) = 60° when compared 

to that at f) = 0°. 
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FigU1'e :2.7: Distribution of the emergent radiation field at () = 0° for case 1, for the 

shell numbers shown in the figure. I stands for irradiation, and IS stands for irradiation 

plus self radiation. 
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Figure 2.8: Distribution of the emergent radiation field at 0 = 0° for case 2 
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Figure 2.10: Distribution of the emergent radiation field at. 0 = 60° for case 1 
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Figure 2.11: Distribution of the emergent radiation field at 0 = 600 for case 2 
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Figure 2.12: Distribution of the emergent radiation field at 0 = 60° for case 3 
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2.3 Distribution of emergent radiation along the line 
of sight when incident radiation is from point 
source 

In the previous section we have presented an approach to obtain the 

reflected radiation from the component of a binary system. We have 

considered the incident radiation coming from an external point source 

and estimated how this radiation field has changed the total radiation 

coming from the irradiated surface. We have noticed several important 

changes in the radiation field emergent from the irradiated part of the 

conlponent. The intermediate regions of the irradiated part of the atmo

sphere beconle brighter than the extreme regions. This results suggests 

that the law of limb darkening that is generally used in the light curve 

analysis( Kopal 1959) should be replaced by the accurate calculations of 

the distribution of radiation from centre to limb. We shall employ the 

above procedure to calculate the distribution of radiation from centre to 

limb as is received at infinity. 

2.3.1 Method to calculate radiation field froln centre to limb 

In figure 2.13, we have shown the portion of the star illuminated by 

radiation frOIn a point source X. The atmosphere is divided into several 

shells of equal radial thickness. The radiation from this irradiated part 

of the atnl0sphere is received by the observer at infinity. We have chosen 

a set of parallel rays tangential to the shell boundaries at a point on the 

axis OX where 0 is the centre of the component. Let one of these rays 

meet the shell boundaries at Ql1 Q21 Q31' .. etc. The intensity along the 

parallel rays is calculated first by obtaining combined source functions 

(self+irradiated) at points Ql1 Q2,' .. etc. 
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-. -
Figure 2.13: Schematic diagram showing the irradiation of the component. X is the 

point source of radiation. 0 is the centre of the component. The specific intensities are 

calculated along the line of sight. (Q7' Q6' etc., R3, R2 etc.,) 

For this plU'pose we have (1) the source function at these points due 

to self-radiation S8 and (2) source function due to irradiation SI. The 

latter is calculated by using rod model (described in section 2.2). The 

radiation field is calculated along the lines QIPl, Q2P 2, Q3P3'" etc. We 

then add the two source functions to obtain the total source function ST. 

(2.21 ) 

From figure 2.13 The element QP is given by (see Peraiah 1983a) 

QP = {a2 + b2 + 2abcos(OQP + Of>Q)}~, (2.22) 

where 
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b = OQ (OQ,OQ2 etc), 

ox= R, 

(h is measured along O~Y), and 

. _ R b2 - h2 ! 
slnOQP = b (b2+R2-2hR) , 

and 
. ~ R ( b2 - h 2 ) t 

SIn OPQ = -;;: b2 + R2 _ 2hR 

We have obtained the source terms SI at Q's by calculating the optical 

depths along QP' s. This is done by assuming an electron scattering and 

the electron density p varying as 12 and ~. The source function due to 
r r 

self radiation Ss is obtained from the relation 

(2.23) 

as we are assuming radiative equilibrium. The specific intensity I(r, jJ,) 

is obtained by solving the equation of radiative transfer in spherical sym

metry solved in Chapter 1 (equations 1.23 and 1.24). The boundary 

conditions are assumed as follows 

(2.24) 

where Is is the intensity of radiation incident at the inner boundary and II 

is the intensity of radiation incident from the point source. The radiation 

incident on the surface at points Pi, P2 etc. is taken to be 11 cos OPQ 

and we have set Is = 1. We have considered both plane parallel and 
B 

spherically syrnmetric media for the sake of the comparison and set A 

= 1 and 1.5 respectively where B and A are the outer and inner radii of 

the atmosphere. The purpose of this is to see how the spherical term 

±~:)(1- jl2lU(r,±jll], (2.25) 

would change the results. 
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2.3.2 Results and discussion 

We have taken the same data as given in the previous section for OX. 

No etc. In figure 2.14-2.16, we have presented the variation of specific 

intensities from centre to liInb in plane parallel case. The curves labeled I 

correspond to irradiation and those labeled I+8 correspond to irradiation 

with self-radiation. The quantity h is the perpendicular distance to the 

ray from the centre 0 (see figure 2.13). The contribution from irradiation 

to the intensities I(h) is several times smaller than the total contribution 

from both self and irradiation. Figures 2.14 and 2.15 show that the limb 

is much darker than the centre. Figure 2.16 shows that an increase in 

electron density increases the brightness at the limb, but when combined 

with self-radiation, the limb appears dark. In figures 2.17-2.18 we have 

shown the specific intensi ties in the spherically symmetric case. We notice 

that the limb darken and also the intensities fall sharply compared to 

those in plane parallel case. When the electron density is increased the 

character of the intensities change, which is shown in figure 2.20. The 

intensities due to irradiation always show a brightening tendency towards 

the limb where as the total radiation field falls towards limb but at the 

limb it shows brightening. This is due to the fact that there are more 

electrons in the region which scatter more light than when No = 1012 or 

l013 cm-3. 
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2.4 Temperature changes due to reflection 

In this section we investigate how the temperature is redistributed due 

to incidence of radiation fro111 the point source (figure 2.1). vVe have 

assumed radiative equilibriulll in scattering medium and therefore, it is 

easy to calculate the effective temperature, which is proportional to the 
1 Sf where ST is the total source function in the scattering medium. 

Procedure is described the section (2.1). Here we have considered 

radius Rout and an atmosphere whose thickness is three times the radius. 

The point source kept at a distance five times (i.e, OS = 5 X Roudthe 

outer radius in one case, in ten times (i.e, OS = 10 x Rout) the outer 

radius in another case of the cOlnponent from the centre O. We estimated 

the changes in temperature along the radii vectors OP corresponding to 

an angle f) rnade with OX. Here position of the point source S is on OX. 

2.4.1 Results and discussion 

In the regions where f) > 90° the increase in temperature is in the outer 

layers where as in the regions for f) < 90°, the temperature is affected 

throughout the region. Here figure 2.21 for the density variation for 

p f'..J ~. Figure 2.22 for the density variation p rv ~. The results in both 

the figures show similar characteristics. 

In figure 2.21 we have plotted the ratio of f; where T * is the new 

temperature a.nd Ts is the original temperature along the radius vector 

OP (see figure 2.1), for various angles. It is very interesting to note 

that the temperature increases by as much as 40% in the intermediate 

regions f) = 30°. The figures 2.23 and 2.24 are similar as 2.21 and 2.22 

respectively except for the parameter OS (see figure 2.1). 
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Chapter 3 

Incident radiation from an extended source 

3.1 Introduction 

In the previous chapter we have investigated the effect of reflection of 

radiation emitted by the secondary component on the atmosphere of the 

primary. We have assumed there that the incident radiation is emitted by 

a point source. The assumption of emission from a point source makes 

the calculations easy and is the first step to understand the effects of 

reflection. We have also seen how the limb darkening changes due to the 

presence of point source situated outside the primary component. 

In treating the reflection effect theoretically, the irradiating component 

has been frequently assumed to be point source (e.g., Buerger 1969, 

Wilson and Devinney 1971, Kopal 1954, Kitamura 1954, Napier 1968, 

Wood 1971) in order to avoid the mathematical difficulty. However it is 

clear that assumptions of a point source for irradiating component are 

far froIn the reality. So one has to consider the finite size of the secondary 

component while considering the radiation from it. Now we will describe 

a method for estimating the reflected radiation from a primary component 

when we consider the secondary component is an extended surface. 
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3.2 Distribution of radiation incident from an ex
tended source 

The shapes of the components of the system are assumed to be spherical. 

The incident radiation is assumed to come from the spherical surface 

of the secondary. We divide the atmosphere of the primary into several 

spherical shells. In figure 3.1, we have given the geometrical description of 

the model. Let A and B are the centres of the two components separated 

by a distance AB. The atmosphere of the component with centre at A 

(which received radiation from the component whose centre is at B) is 

divided into several shells. We draw radii vectors which intersect these 

shell at points such as P. We wish to calculate the distribution of radiation 

field at such points of intersection. We see that the point P receives 

radiation emitted by the surface SW of the component whose centre is 

at B (the sector between tangents PS and PW from the point P to be 

circle B). We have to calculate the ray paths PTr, PT, PT2, PT, PT3, ... 

etc., so that we can calculate the source function at P due to the transfer 

of radiation along these ray paths. We assume that AP, AB and BS ( = 

BW) are given. ATl = AT = ... = AT3 are the radii of the component 

which are also assumed to be known. The quantities SE or WE are taken 

in discrete values to calculate the corresponding ray paths along Pr etc., 

inside the atrnosphere. The segment Pr corresponding to SB is given by 

where 

v 
Pr = Ar-, 

L1 

I A I 
V = jJ, + jJ,u , 
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AP 
f-l = - x L1, 

Ar 

(3.1) 



y 

Figure 3.1: Schematic diagram showing the incident of radiation from an extended 

source. 

x y 

Figure 3.2: Schematic diagram showing the rod model. 
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2 1 BS 1 

D.,'=(1-.6.)2" a=PB' 0/=(1-012)2", 

f3 = ~: cosB, (3' = (1 - ,B2)t, 

SE 1 

, = PE' " = (1 - ,2) 2", 

PB = (Ap2 + AB2 - 2AP X ABsinB)~, 

PE = (SE2 + PS2) ~. (3.2) 

Similarly, the segments PrJ corresponding to BW is given by 

where 

, ,e 
Pr = Ar-, 

C 

e = cd' + c'd, 

d' = (1 - d2) ~ , 

c' = (1 - c2)~, 

AP 
d = Ar'c, 

c = ,Bb' - ,B'b, 

b = aa' - ala, 

b' = (1 _ b2)!, WF 
a = PF' 

a' = (1- a2)~. 

N ow we shall calculate the specific intensities along the ray paths 

(3.3) 

(3.4) 

(Pr, Pr f ••• etc.), and estimate the source functions at points such as P. 

This is done by using the rod model which has been described in Chapter 

2. The source function at P in the rod model is given by (see Peraiah 

1983b) 

(3.5) 

where the second term on the right-hand side is due to the incident ra

diation and the first term is contribution to the source due to diffusely

scattered radiation field. The quantity 5( r) is given by 

5(r) = (1 - w)B(r) + w(r)P(r)u(r), (3 
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where w is the albedo for single scattering. Furthermore 

P(r) = (/ p 1 /) ,B = (~~) (3.i) 

s = ( s+) 'U = ( u+ ) S-' u-' (3.8) 

here u+ and u- are the specific intensities in the two opposite directions 

along the segments Pr etc., B+ and B- are the Planck functions and p 

is the probability that a photon is scattered in each of the two directions 

(for isotropic scattering, we set p = 0.5); and 

s+ = [1 - w(r)]B+(r) + w(r) [p(r)u+(r) + {I - p(T)}u-(r)] , (3.9) 

S- = [1- w(r)]B-(r) + w(r) [p{r)u+(r) + {1- p(T)}u-(r)] , (3.10) 

with boundary conditions at l' = 0 at l' = T (see the figure 3.2) these 

conditions are written as 

and 

The quantity Ub in equation (3.5) is given by 

( 
ule-r ) 

7th ( r) = (T-r)' 
U2 e 

(3.11) 

we shall specify the quantities 'UI and U2 in advance. The components of 

the vector 'Ub ( r) express the fact that the intensity at any point and in a 

given direction results frOIn all the interior points reduced by e-r of the 

incident radiation at r = 0 and by e-(T-r) of the incident radiation at 

r = T. In our model we give the incident radiation at the points Tl,T. 

T2 ... etc., and no incident radiation is given at the point P, therefore: 

we give the boundary conditions 
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and 

'Ul = I cos p' , (3.12) 

where I is the ratio of intensities corresponding to the two components 

\vith centres at B and A respectively (see figure 3.1) and ;l is given 

in equations (3.2). The quantities u+(r) and u-(r) given in equation 

(3.9)&(3.10) are obtained by solving the equations of transfer for the rod 

given by, 

where 

and 

where 

du 
M-+u= S, 

dr 

M = (~ ~1)' 
u+(r)= l+(T-r)(1-p) 

Ul 1 + T(l _ p) , 

_() (T-r)(l-p) u r-u""""---~--:-,-
- 1 1 + T(l - p) , 

(X ') I r(x) = - Jo No(..Y (JdX, 

(3.13) 

(3.14) 

(3.15) 

(3.16) 

(3.17) 

and T is the total optical depth; (J is the electron scattering coefficient 

and No(./Y') is the electron density at .X' along the ray path. In our case, 

equations (3.15), (3.16) are reduced 

1 
u+(r = T) = 'U 1 I +T(l- p)' (3,18) 

+ T(l - p) 
u (r=O)=u11+ T (1_P)' 

(3.19) 

Using equations (3.9)-(3.19) we can calculate the source function Sd given 

in equation (3.5). The source function due to self radiation is calculated 

by solving the equations of radiative transfer in spherical symmetry which 

, .. h f d' t've transfer described in IS solved uSIng dIscrete space t eory 0 ra la I 
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Chapter 1 (the equations are 1.23 & 1.2-1). In this case the source function 

due to self radiation Ss is given by 

11-1 Ss(r) = - I(l'll-l)dfL. 
2 +1 

(3.20) 

So finally we obtain the total source function ST by adding the source 

function due to irradiation to the self radiation. From equations (3.5) 

and (3.20), we have 

(3.21) 

with the help of source function ST we can estimate the distribution of 

radiation field at the point P by using the relation (2.19) and (2.20) of 

Chapter 2. 

3.2.1 Brief description of the method 

The inner radius Rin of the component is taken to be equal to l012cm, 

the atmosphere is taken to be three times the inner radius (Rout = 3 

Rin), and the separation of centres AB = 3 Rout. We have assumed a 

purely scattering medium with the electron density changing as r-2 in 

the atmosphere, and taking a value of 1013cm-3 at the inner radius Rin' 

The radius of the secondary component is taken to be the same as that 

of the primary (i.e Rout). We have divided the atmosphere into 25 shells 

(or 26 shell boundaries). 

3.2.2 Result and discussion 

With the above data, the total radial optical depth will be nearly equal 

to 4. The optical depths along the segments such as PT etc., change con

siderably as the rays from the secondary surface are incident at different 

angles. The optical depth is calculated and is given against the shell num

bers in figure 3.3. Figure 3.4 describes the total source functions ST in 
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each shell. Shell number 1 starts at Rout and the boundary of the last 

shell coincides with the inner radius Rin' We have set () (colatitude) as a 

free parameter and calculated the radiation field at () = 0°, 30° ~ 60° and 

90°. In figure 3.4 ( a), we have shown the total source functions for I = 1 

where I is the ratio of radiations of two components. We notice that the 

source function is reduced only slightly and it is almost as much as the 

incident radiation. The reason for this is that the total source function 

is the sum of the contributions from the irradiation and self-radiation. 

If we have only self-radiation, then the source function will reduce con

siderably towards the outer layers of the atmosphere. But the" radiation 

incident from the secondary component enhances the radiation field in 

the outer layers and raises the value of the source function. At () = 0° ~ 

we notice that the source function is decreasing from n = 1 to n = 26. 

This is expected as these source functions are along the axis AY (figure 

3.1) which is perpendicular to AB. When () is increased gradually, the 

source functions increase slowly towards larger values of n. At e = 90° ~ 

the source fUllction increases towards higher values of n. This is because 

of the direct incidence of the radiation from the secondary component. 

In figure 3.4(b), we have plotted ST with respect to the shell numbers 

for I = 10. Except for the fact that the magnitude is enhanced, the na

ture of variation of ST is the same as for 1=1 for all angles. Figure 3.5 

describe the angular distribution of radiation in -1 < J-l < 1 where f1. is 

the cosine of the angle made by the ray with the radius vector at (r, '11) 

(see figure 2.3). In figure 3.5(a) the angular distribution of radiation at 

n == 1, 12 and 26 are given for e = 0°. The continuous lines represent the 

radiation due to the irradiation from the secondary "while the broken lines 

represent the composite field due to self-radiation of the primary and ir-
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radiation due to secondary component. We find that the differences in 

the fields due to irradiation and total radiation are different at different 

radial points. At the boundary of the shell number 25, the difference is 

large and this is due to the fact that the self-radiation is dominant and 

also that the reflected radiation is scattered much more here (because of 

higher number of electrons; it can be seen that the optical depth is larger 

at n = 25) than at the boundary of the shell number 1. At n = 1, we 

have the intensities reduced considerably because of the fact that the flux 

in the self-radiation is reduced towards the surface of the atmosphere (n 

= 1) and there are not sufficient number of electrons to scatter the ra

diation from the secondary component. In figure 3.5(b), we have shown 

the angular distribution at () = 90°. We notice that the same physical 

characteristics are shown by the curves at both the angles. From n = 

1 to n = 25 we see a gradual increase in the specific intensities of the 

reflected radiation in both the figures. The optical depth also increases 

in the same direction. This is because we assumed an increasing density 

distribution towards the surface of the star. Therefore, one can perhaps 

interpret the increase of the specific intensities on the basis that there are 

more electrons scattering the incident radiation as we approach the base 

of the atmosphere (n = 25). 

3.3 Distribution of emergent radiation along the line 
of sight when radiation is incident from an ex-
tended source 

It is customary to assume a law of limb darkening (Kitamura 1954: Kopal 

1959; Peraiah 1970) which is based on blackbody considerations. It is 

necessary to actually calculate the distribution of radiation field and then 
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Figure 3.6: Schematic diagram of the model of reflection of radiation from the extended 

surface of the secondary. 

derive the law of limb darkening. In this section law of limb darkening 

was calculated as observed at infinity. It was assumed that the incident 

radiation was emitted by a point source and the self radiation of the 

component had been estimated by using plane parallel and spherically 

symmetric approximations for the sake of comparison. Large differences 

occur in the radiation received at infinity when the above two approxima

tions are employed. This encourages one to proceed further to investigate 

the radiation field received at infinity when the incident radiation comes 

from an extended surface of the secondary instead of point source. 

3.3.1 Method to calculate radiation field fronl center to limb 

The geometry of the model is shown in figure 3.6. 0 and 0' are the 

centres of the primary and secondary respectively. The atmosphere of 

the primary is divided in to several shells. We would like to calculate the 

effect of irradiation from the secondary on the distribution of radiation 

field in the part of the atmosphere of the primary facing secondary. We 
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have considered a set of rays along the line of sight and tangential to 

the shell boundaries at the points where the axis 00' intersect them. 

We estimate the radiation field at points such as P where the parallel 

rays meet the shell boundaries. The radiation field at P is calculated by 

estimating the source function at P due to the radiation incident at P from 

the surface S\V of the secondary facing the primary. We have selected 

a number of rays from SW incident on the atmosphere and entering the 

surface at points as T, i, ... etc. We intend to calculate the ray paths 

PT, Pi, ... etc., and optical depths along the rays. The segments such as 

PT in TPT1 are given by the segment Pi in SPO' is given as (see figure 

3.6) 

where 

And 

OP 
B == OTA, 

A == ~'(/ - (''7, 

. E SE 
7] == sm = PE' 

B' = (1- B2)~, 

A' = (1- A2)~, 

7]' == cos E, 

~ = abc + a'b'c + a'bc' - ab'e', 

OQ a' = (1 _ a2)t, 
a = OP' 

b PS b'=(1-b2)~, = O'p' 

PQ C' = (1 - e2)! . 
c = O'P' 

Similarly the segments such as Pi' in 0' PW are given by, 
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where 

J.l = v' ~ + ~'v, J.L' = (1 - J.L2)!, 

.'3=~~/l' s'=(1-B2)~, 
WE' 

v = -- v' = (1 - v2)t, 
PE" 

PE,2 = PW2 + WE,2, ~ = ~ (1 - 262) - 2(68', 

~' = (1 - ~ 2) t, 6 = SO:, 6' = (1 _ 62) t . 
PO 

For a given density distribution, we can calculate the optical depth along 

the segments such as Pr and Prf. Using these optical depths, the specific 

intensities and source functions at the point P due to irradiation from 

the secondary can be calculated. The boundary conditions and method 

of calculation as mentioned earlier. Now we solve the equation of radia

tive transfer in spherical symmetry and obtained the source function S5 
1 

due to self radiation. The optical depths are calculated according to 1'2 

law of variation of electron density and assumed isotropic scattering by 

electrons. The total source function ST is the sum of the source func

tions due to self radiation S5 and irradiation 81 is given by (see Peraiah 

& Srinivasa Rao 1983a) 

(3.22) 

We calculate the radiation field at each shell boundary as shown in 

figure 3.6. Now we calculate the set of source function at the point 

of the intersection of the ray parallel to the line of sight and the shell 

boundary. These source functions are used to calculate the emergent 

specific intensities at infinity by using the formula 

In+1{r) = Io{n)exp(-r)+ foT ST(t)exp[-(r - t),]dt (3.23) 

where In(r) corresponds to the specific intensity of the ray passing between 

shell numbers nand n+ 1 corresponding to perpendicular radial distance 
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r, along the axis 00', Io(n) corresponds to the incident intensity at the 

boundary of the shell and T is the optical depth in the sector along the 

ray path. The source function S (t) is calculated by linear interpolation 

between Sr(n) and Sr(n + 1). The specific intensity at the boundary of 

each shell is calculated by using equation(3.23) 

3.3.2 Results and discussion 

In figure 3.6, we have given the schematic diagram of the model. We have 

divided the atmosphere into 25 shells. The line of sight is in the direction 

of PQ. We have calculated the source functions at the points where PQ 

meets the shell boundaries. 

In figure 3,7 the source functions due to reflection are plotted. Shell 

number 1 has its inner boundary at the point Q in figure 3.6; the outer 

. boundary of the shell number 25 coincides with that of the outer bound

ary of the atmosphere. We have assumed a 12 law of density variation, 
r 

with a density of l013cm-3 at Q. The total radial optical depth reaches 

a maximum of 4; along the line of sight it varies between 0 and 5 from 

outermost layer to the innermost layer at Q, depending upon the perpen

dicular distance of the ray path from 0 along the axis 00', The source 

functions S at points of intersection of the axis 00' and shell bound

aries are plotted in figure 3.7(a), the different values of I, the ratio of the 

radiations of the two components. 

We notice that the source functions are almost linear and increase with 

the shell numbers, i.e., towards the secondary component from whose 

surface the primary is receiving the incident radiation. This can be un

derstood easily on physical grounds. However, the increase is not as big 
. 1 

as one expects because of the fact that the denSIty falls as 2 towards 
r 
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the outer layers of the atmospheres. The source functions Sf (due to 

incident radiation from the secondary cOlnponent) along the line of sight 

QP (tangent to the star's surface) are plotted against the shell numbers 

in figure 3.7(b). The behavior of Sf here, is slightly different from that of 

figure 3.7 (a) . It increases slowly towards P and then starts falling. This 

can be understood on the basis that the incident radiation, on reaching 

points such as P which are away from the centre of the star, is weakened 

by the cosine factor. 

In figure 3.8 we have plotted the source function due to irradiation. 

The specific intensity along the line of sight is given in figures 3.8-3.10. 

The results given in figure 3.8 (a) refer to those of plane-parallel and 

figure 3.8 (b) refer to spherically-symmetric approximations. This means 

that the source function S8 due to self radiation is calculated using the 

above two geometrical stratifications, while the source function Sf due 

to incident radiation remains the same in both the cases. The source 

function is plane-parallel approximation is obtained from the radiative 

transfer equation without the term, 

~:)(1- }"2)u(r,}")j. (3.24) 

We have calculated the optical depth in spherical and plane parallel ap

proximations by assuming the same electron density distribution. We 

have considered an atmosphere whose thickness is one-half of the stel

lar radius in calculating the source function due to self radiation. The 

results given in figure 3.8( a) and figure 3.8(b) show different types of 

variations in the specific intensities from Rin to Rout. In plane-parallel 

stratification, the intensities remain constant until some point and then 

reach a maximum at l' rv 1.35 x 1012cm, from here onwards, the intensi

ties decrease as one approaches the outer surface of the atmosphere. In 
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the case of spherical geometry, the intensities increase slightly and then 

decrease towards the outer surface. The law of variation of the intensities 

from centre to limb is different in the two approximations. Although the 

extension of the atmosphere is only one half of the stellar radius, the dif

ferences are quite large. Therefore, one must always use the assumption 

of spherical symmetry even when the atmosphere is small compared to 

the stellar radius. In figure 3.9, we have plotted the variation of specific 

intensities from centre to limb for R = 101lcm, I = 1, for various values 

of ~, where 'fl is the outer radius of the star and R is the distance be

tween the centres of the two stars. In plane-parallel approximation, the 

law of variation of specific intensities is almost linear and falls rapidly 

towards the surface, whereas in the case of spherical symmetry, the spe

cific intensities reach a maximum and the fall. The results given in figure 

3.10 show a trend similar to those given in figure 3.9. The law of limb 
'l'1 

darkening does not seem to depend much on the ratio R' 

It is clear now that the law of variation of radiation from centre to 

limb depends considerably on whether one considers plane-parallel or 

spherically symmetric geometry and also on the distribution of electron 

density. 
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Chapter 4 

Effects of reflection on spectral lines 

4.1 Introduction 

We have investigated so far how the irradiation from the secondary com

ponent changes the radiation field in the atmosphere of the primary. This 

has been done assuming a purely scattering atmosphere in a monochro

matic radiation field. This helps in understanding of the observed total 

light that is emitted by the system. Napier & Ovenden (1970) tried to 

explain by means of reflection effect, the correlation between the velocity 

amplitudes of individual absorption lines and their wavelengths observed 

in 57Cygni. However they could not succeed in this, because of the fact 

that they did not use a detailed calculation of the radiation field modified 

by the incidence of the external radiation. There is another important 

observational aspect in close binaries that must be understood clearly

the changes in the equivalent widths of the lines between eclipses. The 

spectral lines in 12 Lacertae undergo a periodic variation in width, the 

lines become wide and diffuse at periastron and sharper and narrower 

at apastron (Young 1922). Several ideas are put forward for explaining 

this phenomenon but no satisfactory explanation was given. The fact 

that the lines become wide and diffuse at periastron point, indicates that 

mutually reflected radiation increases the flux in the lines because of t hp 

proximity of the two components. One needs to put consid"erablE 
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Figure 4.1: Schematic diagram of the binary components with incident radiation from 

the surface of the secondary. 0 and 0' are the centres of gravity of the two components. 

if one intends to explain the above mentioned complicated phenomena. 

However, we will begin to study the above phenomena by using simplified 

assumptions. 

4.1.1 Brief description of the method 

We have assumed a spherical shape of the reflecting atmosphere to sim

plify the computational problems of radiative transfer. The geometry of 

the model is Hhown in figure 4.1 

Let 0 and 0' be the centres of the primary and the secondary respec

tively. The atmosphere of the primary is assumed to be spherical and 

divided into several discrete shells. We calculate the source functions of 

the radiation field emerging from the companion whose centre is at 0' 

(see figure 4.1) and incident on the atmosphere of the component whose, 

centre is at O. We consider the set of rays such as STP,~ErP, 0'T1P, 

E'r'P, WT2P etc, emerging from the surface SW of the companion and 

meeting at a point P in the atmospheres of the component. These rays 
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Figure 4.2: Schematic diagram of the rod model 

lie within the quadrilateral such as PSO'W and enter the boundary of the 

atmosphere of the component at points T, r, T I , T', T2 etc. The sur

faces of the companion such as SW will be different for different points 

P in the atmosphere. The radiation field at P is estimated by calculat

ing the source function whose contribution comes from self radiation of 

the primary and that due to the incident radiation from the surface S\V 

of the secondary facing the primary. We need to estimate geometrical 

length of the ray segments such as Pr, Pr' etc, inside the atmosphere so 

that the transfer of radiation along these segments is estimated and its 

contribution to the source function at the point P due to the incident 

radiation at r, r' etc. The length of the segments such as Pr in SPO' are 

given in the Chapter 3 section (3.3.1). For a given density distribution 

we need to calculate the optical depth along the segments Pr, PrJ, ... , 

etc. The source function at points such as P due to the irradiation are 

calculated using the one-dimensional transfer. We will describe this pro

cedure briefly below. We consider a segment AB (see figure 4.2) which 

has two rays oppositely directed to each other. The optical depth r is 

given by, 

r = r(x) = - ;: (J(x')dx' (4.1) 
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where CT(X') is the extinction coefficient and T is the total optical depth. 

The optical depth is measured in the direction opposite to that of the 

geometrical segment. \Ve assume a steady state, monochromatic condi

tion with local source function B+ (T) in the direction of increasing T and 

B- (T) in the reverse direction. U+ ( T) and U- (r) are the specific inten

sities in the r increasing and decreasing directions respectively. The two 

equations of transfer for U+ ( r) and U- (r) are 

( 4.2) 

(4.3) 

where 

5t = B+(r) + w(r)[p(r)U+(r) + (1- p(r)U-(T)], (404) 

51 = B-(r) +w(r)[(l- p(T))U+(r) +p(T)U-(T)], (4.5) 

are the source functions and w(r) is the albedo for single scattering and 

the phase function p = ~. The boundary conditions at r = 0 and T = T 

are given by 

U+(r = 0) = Ul , 

U-(r = T) = U2, 

(4.6) 

(4.7) 

where Ul and U2 will be specified later. The total source function Sd at 

any point r is a combination of the scattered part of the local intensities 

U± (r) in either directions and the diffuse radiation generated by the 

"d 1" h b d' 0 nd T - T (the quantities CI mCl ent raL latIOn at t e oun anes T = a -
" ) 0 I) ThO s added to the local and U2 In equatIOn (4.6) and (4.7 respective y 0 1 

sources would give the total source function given by, 

s;t (r) = st( r) + w( r) ~(r)U) e-r + (1 - p(r))U2e-(T-r)] , 

( ) u _(T-T)] 
8;;(T) = 81(r) +w(r) (l-p(r))Ule- r +p(T 2e 1 

( 4.8) 

(4.9) 
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In this easel the boundary conditions are , 

U+(O) = U-(T) = o. 

We can write the equations (4.2) and (4.3) as 

dU 
M-d +U=Sl 

r ' 

where 

( 4.10) 

(4.11 ) 

M = (~ ~1)' U = (g~) ,81 = (~~), (4.12) 

and equation (4.4) and (4.5) and (4.8) and (4.9) will be written as. 

where 

Sl(7) = B(r) +w(r)P(r)U(r), 

Sd( T) = Sl (r) + w( r)P(r)Ub( r), 

(4.13) 

(4.14) 

B= (~~),p=(Lp ~-p). (4.15) 

( Ul e-T 
) Ub(r) = U2 e-(T-T) . (4.16) 

The mathematical aspects of the solution of the equation (4.2) and (4.3) 

are discussed in Sobolev (1963) and Grant (1968). "\iYe shall merely quote 

the relevant results. As we are dealing with scattering along the ray and 

the medium has no sources we can set B = 0 and C2 == O. Then the , 

intensities r are given by, 

where 

and 

1 - r 2e-2k(T-T) 

+ () U- kT U r = 1 e -1-_-r-2e---::"'2k:-:-t -, 

-kT e-k(2T- T ) e -

k 2 = (1 - w)[l + w{l - 2p)], 

k-l+w 
r = . k+l-W 
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And the emergent intensities are 

(4.211 

( 4.22) 

If we represent the reflection and transmission coefficients by r(T) and 

t(T) respectively, then and 

1 - e-2kT 

r(T) = r 1 _ r2e-2kT ' 

(1 2) -kT 
t(T) = - r e 

1 - r2e-2kT . 

We set p = ~ (for isotropic scattering) then 

1 1-k 
k=(1-W)2, r=--k' 1+-

( 4.23) 

( 4.2-1) 

(4.25) 

In the above treatment we assumed that w < 1. If.;." = 1, the case of 

pure scattering, the treatment will be different and we obtain, (for B = 
o and U2 = 0) 

u- U1 [l+(T-r)(l-p)] (4.26) 
-l+T(l-p) (T-r)(l-p) . 

The reflection and transmission factors are 

r(T) = T(l - p) -t 1 as T -t 00, (4.2;) 
1 + T(l - p) 

(T) lOT -t x (-:1.28) 
t = 1 + T(l _ p) -t as ~ , 

so that 

r(T) + t(T) = 1. 
(-1.29 ) 

which express conservation of energy. 
. () al 1 te the source function USIng equations (4.17) and 4.18 one ean c eu a . 
. "d d' t" from the secondary 

at pOInts such as P, due to the lDCI ent ra Ia IOn 

component. 
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4.2 Calculatious of liue profiles in a static medium 

We assume a scattering medium and solve the transfer equation in the 

line given for incoming ray, 

8I(x,j.l,r) 1- j.l2 8I(x,j.l,r) 
j.l or + r OJ.l 

!(L(r)[,e + <I>(x)][Ss(x,r) - I(x,J.l,r)], (4.30) 

for outgoing ray 

oI(x, -It, r) 
-j.l or 

1 - J.l2 8I(x, -J.l, r) 
r OJ.l 

!(L(r) [,e + <I>(x)] [Ss(x, r) - I(x, -j.l, r)] (4.31) 

where I(x, ±Il, r) is the specific intensity of the ray making an angle 

COS-Ill with the radius vector at the radial point r. The quantity x is the 

standardised frequency given by 

(v - vo) 
x = , 

tls 
( 4.32) 

where tis is a standard frequency interval. Ss (x, r) is the source function 

at r for the frequency x. We have considered Doppler profile for <1>( x). 

I( L (r) is the absorption coefficient at the centre of the line per unit in

terval of D.s • (3 is the ratio of the opacity per unit frequency interval in 

the continuum to that in the line per unit frequency interval. The pro

cedure of solving the equations (4.30) and (4.31) is described in Chapter 

1 section (1.2.3). We set f3 equal to zero and the calculations have been 

done in a purely scattering medium due to electrons and used Thompson 

scattering coefficient in calculating the optical depth. We have assumed 

that the continuum radiation is supplied by the star. We specify the 

quantity I( T = T, j.l, x) where T is the maximum optical depth(measured 

from outside towards the centre of the star). The calculation of source 

function due to irradiation Sf, is described in section (4.1.1). 
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This means that we set the orbital plane of the binary system to be 

perpendicular to the line of sight. We compute the total source functions 

at points such as P where the rays intersect the boundaries. The total 

source functions ST is given by (see Peraiah & Sriniyasa Rao 1983b) 

( 4.33) 

The radius of primary is taken to be Rout = 1012cm and the atmosphere 

is taken to be equal to half of the stellar radius. The primary and the 

secondary components are assumed to have equal radii. vVe have assumed 

an electron density of l013cm -3 at the innermost radius of the atmosphere 
1 

and let it vary as 2"' The source function due to reflection changes 
r 

considerably whether we go along 00' direction or QP direction. The 

quantity S5 is the same along the boundary of a giyen shell because of 

spherical sYlllmetry although this will be different for different shells. \Ye 

have plotted the total source function with respect to the shell number. 

We have also studied the effect of proximity of the secondary component 

to the primary in terms of the parameter Tl where '7'1 is the radius of the 
R 

primary and R=OO' (see figure 4.1). Another quantity we have used is 

I, the ratio of the luminosities of the primary and the secondary. 

4.2.1 Result and discussion 

The total sonrce function ST is plotted in figures -1.3 &: 4.4. In figure 
rl 

4.3(a) ST is plotted corresponding to the shell numbers with 1= 1 and R 

_! ! ~ ~ In all these figures shell number 1 and 26 correspond to the 
2'3'4'5' , 

innermost and outermost radii of the atmosphere respectiyely. The source 

functions have their maxima at shell number 1 and fall rapidly before they 

h h ., m yalnes and then start 
reach shellllumber 4 where they reac t e IDllllmu ( . 

b ?5 The increase is not as fast 
to increase slowly towards shell num er.. . 
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Figure 4.3: The total source function BT corresponding to different shell numbers is 

plotted for 1=1 (a) 00' direction (b) QP direction. BT is given in arbitrary units. 
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Figure 4-4: The total source function ST corresponding to different shell numbers is 

plotted for 1 = 10 (a) 00' direction (b) QP direction. ST is given in arbitrary units. 
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as the fall at the innermost shells simply because the electron density 
1 ' 

falls as 1'2; as soon as the source function reaches a maximum value. 

the irradiation from the secondary takes over and the source function 

starts increasing. As the number density of electrons falls towards the 

outer radius, the amount of scattered radiation also falls. Therefore. the 

increase in the source function is not steep. The differences introduced 

into ST, by the changes in the parameter 1'1 are not very large as can 
R 

be seen from the figure. The curves corresponding to the last cases (i.e) 
fIll 
R =4 and '5 merge together. In figure 4.3(b) we have plotted ST with 

respect to shell number along the line of sight i.e., along QP where OQ 

is the innermost radius of the atmosphere. The behavior of ST along QP 

direction is completely different from ST along 00' direction. The source 

functions start increasing from the inner shells and the increase is quite 

high until they reach maxima at about shell number 20 or 21. Then they 

start falling although quite slowly. This can be understood from the fact 

that the points such as P are easily reached by the rays as the density 

of the electrons in these parts falls as ~ and the radiation will not be 
1'2 

attenuated as much as it would be along the axis 00'. The slight fail in 

ST in the outermost shells is due to the fact that the incident beam itself 

is diluted by the cos e factor where B is angle between the radius vector 

and the path of the ray. 
S 1 th axis 00' direction corre-

In figure 4A(a), we have plotted T a ong e . 
, d' t' I - 10 The results are qmte 

sponding to an increased inCIdent ra la IOn - . , 
. ( ) £ 1- 1 The increased Irra-

dIfferent from those given in figure 4.3 a or - . . 
. , . . function the quantlty Sr along 

dlation changes the vanatlOn of the source . 
. h there is a gradual flattemng 

00' in this case keep on increasmg althoug . 
h The source function along 

towards the outer layers of the atmosp ere. 
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QP direction with the increased irradiation (figure 4.4(b)) behaves very 

similar to that given in figure 4.3(b), but with the enhanced magnitude. 

The flux profiles are plotted in figure 4.5 for I = 1,5 and 10. We have 

considered a line with x = ±5 Doppler units and employed a Doppler 

profile. When there is no irradiation, we obtain lines with deep cores. 

When irradiation is introduced the flux in the lines is increased consider

ably at all points in the line. But the increase in flux in the cores (Fc) is 

considerably more than in the wings(Fw). For example in figure 4.5(a). 
F 

the ratio F; is about 2.5 when there is no irradiation (the dotted curve). 

But in the presence of irradiation this ratio reduces to 1.3-1.4 depend

ing on the proximity of the secondary. Because of irradiation, the flux 

in the whole line is dramatically increased disproportionately, the cores 

benefiting more than the wings. The same phenomenon occurs when the 

strength of the incident beam is increased as shown in figure 4.5(b) and 

4.5(c). 

The equivalent width has been calculated by using the formula 

r-a: ( Fx) 
W = J+a: 1 - F dx, 

(4.34) 

where F and Fx are the fluxes in the continuum and at frequency x.a 

is the half band width of the line and is taken to be equal to 5 Doppler 

units. These equivalent widths are given in table 1. 
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Figure .4.5: The flux profiles of lines are given in arbitrary units for (a) I=l (b) I=5 (c) 

1=10. The dashed line represents the flux profile without irradiation and its ordinate 

scale is given on the right-hand side. The continuous lines represent the flux profiles 

with irradiation, whose scale is given on the left-hand side. 
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Table 1: The !.quivalcnt widths (W) l'n D 1 ' opp er umts Eq' It'd ' 
Table shows how the enhanced irradiation r d th" UlVa en WI th without reflection is 2,3t e uces e eqUIvalent widths below, 

T1 1 1 1 1 - - - -
R 2 3 

I 
4 5 

1 0.61 0.65 0.67 0.68 
5 0.16 0.17 0.18 0.18 
10 0.08 0.09 0.10 0.10 

4.3 Theoretical line profiles formed in the irradiated 
expanding atmosphere of close binary compo
nents 

Theoretical studies about the reflection effect using actual model atmo

spheres are important. All the three possible combinations (ie, like ,,-hen 

primary and the secondary components are hot and hot, cool and cool. 

and hot and cool) are studied by Buerger (1969, 1972), Nordlund and 

Vaz (1990), Claret and Gemenz (1992) respectively. Vaz (1985) and Wil

son (1990) reviewed several aspects of reflection effect. They found that 

irradiation from the secondary component will affect lines and as well as 

equivalent widths. They also found that theoretical bolometric albedos 

have been fonnd to be in good agreement with observations. In previous 

section we studied the effects of reflection on formation of spectrallin('s 

in a purely scattering atmosphere and studied how the equivalent width 

change due to irradiation from the secondary. However these calculations 

were done in static atmospheres. 
.' t trallines formed in the 

The purpose of this study IS to compu e spec 
th dary falling on it. Thtsl' 

expanding atmospheres with light of e secon . 
b' ed effect of self rotanon and 

atmospheres are distorted due to the com. 10 
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tidal effect due to the presence of the secondary component. 

Since it is difficult to handle asymmetric atmospheres in the radiative 

transfer calculations, we restrict OUf calculations to spherical geometry in 

this problem. As the gases in the atmospheres of close binaries move with 

large velociti('s, the problem can be treated in the comoving frame only. 

The solution of the radiative transfer equation in the comoving frame is 

~ven in (Peraiah, 1980). The radiation in the atmosphere consists of (1) 

self radiation of the component and (2) the incident radiation from the 

atmosphere of the conlpanion. We need to treat the combination of these 

two radiat.ioll fields for calculations of the line profiles. 

Now we need to estimate the source function due to self radiation of 

the component. This can be done by solving the line transfer equation 

for a Ilon-LTE two-level atom in the comoving frame in spherical sym

metry. The 111ethod of obtaing the solution of radiative transfer equation 

in comoving fralne was described in Chapter 1 section (1.2.4). Here we 

h · . f .t h d t is not present in the ave comHdercd the equatIOn 0 transJ.er w en us 

atmosphen' . 

8I(x, j-t, r) (1 - #2) 8I(x,#, r) = K(x, r)SL(r) + 
It ar + r OfJ 

J{c(r)Sc(r) - [I«x,r) + [(c(r)]I(x,fJ,r) 

[ 
2 V(r) 2dV(r)] BJ(x, fJ, r) (4.35) 

+ (1 - J.L ) --;- + J.1 dr ax' 

and 

(4.36) 
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where J(x, ±fL, 7') is the specific intensity of the ray making an angle 

cos-1 J.l [fL€(O, 1)] with the radius vector at the radial point r with fre

quency x(= (v - vo)/ D..vD where Vo and v are the frequency points at the 

line centre and at any point in the line and D..vD is the standard frequency 

interval such as Doppler width), V(r) is the velocity of the gas at r in 

units of mean thermal units (mtu) and J«(x, r) and J(c(r) are the absorp

tion coefficients per unit frequency interval in the line and the continuum 

respectively. The quantities SL and Se are the line and continuum source 

functions given by, 

SL(r) = (1 - €) l: J(x, r)¢(x)dx + €B(x, Te(r)), 

Se(r) = p(r)B(x, Te(r)), 

[«(x, r) = [(L(r)¢(x), 

( 4.37) 

(4.38) 

(4.39) 

where I( L (r) is the line-centre absorption coefficient and ¢( x) is the nor

malized line profile and p( r) is an arbitrary factor less than one and 

B(x,Te(r)) is the Planck function with frequency x, and temperature Te 

at the radial point r. J(x, r) is the mean intensity given by, 

11+1 J(x, r) = 2" -1 [(x, J.L)dJ.L. ( 4.40) 

The quantity € is the probability per scattering that a photon is ther

malised by collisional de-excitation of the excited states, and this is given 

by, 

( 4.41) 

where C21 is the collisional transition rate from level 2 to 1 and A21 is 

the Einstein spontaneous emission probability for transition from level 

2 to 1. The quantities hand k are the Planck function and Boltzmann 

constant respectively. From equations (4.35) to (4.40), we obtain the 
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source function due to self radiation, given by 

¢(x) ~ 
Ss(x, r) = ,8 + ¢(x) SL(r) + ~ + ¢(x) Sc(r). (4.42) 

where ,8 is the ratio of absorption coefficient in the continuum and line 

centre. Finally we calculate the total source function by adding Sd( r) in 

equation (4.14) and Ss(x, r) in equation (4.42) and obtain (see Peraiah 

& Srinivasa Rao 1998), 

(4.43) 

We calculate the set of source functions at the points of intersection of 

the ray parallel to the line of sight and the shell boundaries. These 

source functions are used to calculate the emergent specific intensities at 

infinity ( or at the observer's point), by using the formula (see Peraiah 

and Srinivasa. Rao, 1983a) 

where In (r) corresponds to the specific intensity of the ray passing be

tween shell numbers nand n + 1 and corresponding to perpendicular to 

the axis 00' at different radii. Io (n) corresponds to the incident intensity 

at the boundary of the shell and r is the optical depth in the sector along 

the ray path. The source function S(t) is calculated by linear interpola

tion between S(tn) and S(tn+l). The specific intensity at the boundary 

of each shell is calculated by using equation ( 4.44). 

The atmosphere in question is divided into n shells (see figure 4.1) 

where n = 1 corresponds r = T and n = 100 corresponding to r = 0, 

and r is the optical depth at any point and T is the total optical depth. 

The total optical depth is set in advance. The incident radiation at Q, 

the bottom of the atmosphere, (see figure 4.5) is given as 

(4.45 ) 
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The incident radiation from the secondary is given in terms of Is in the 

ratio I, where I is given by 

1= U1 • 
Is 

(4.46) 

The velocities of expansion of the gas are expressed in terms of mean 

thermal units VT (mtu) given by, 

( 4.47) 

where k is the Boltzmann constant and T is the temperature and mi is 

the mass of the ion. The velocity at n = 1 or r = T is V A and VB is the 

velocity at n = 100 or r = O. They are given in terms of mtu or VT as 

(4.48) 

( 4.49) 

where VA and VB are the velocities at the inner radius A, outer radius B 

at radial point r respectively in units of mtu of gas. We assume uniform 

expansion of the gases for the sake of simplicity. The proximity of the 

. d . f . t rl h . component IS measure m terms 0 separatIOn parame er R' were rl IS 

the radius of the primary and R is the separation of centres of gravity 

of the two components. The ratio of the outer to the inner radii ! of 

the atmosphere is always taken to be 2. The actual thickness in the 

components could be much larger than what we have considered here. 

As the number of parameters is large, we restricted our calculations to 

this modest thickness of the atmosphere. 

The variation of the source functions are shown against the shell num

bers (n = 1 to 100) for different parameters. The line profile fluxes 

(FQ/ Fc) (where FQ and Fc being the integrated fluxes at frequency xQ 

and in the continuum respectively) are plotted against the' normalized 
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frequency Q, where 

and 

Q = xQ!xmax , 

Fc = F(xmax ), 

x = (v - VO)!6.vD, 

Xmax =1 x 1 +VB, 

VT 
6.vD = voe , 

(4.50) 

(4.51) 

(4.52) 

(4.53 ) 

( 4.54) 

(4.55 ) 

x lies between ± 5 units. The equivalent widths are calculated by the 

relation, 

( 4.56) 

where 

( 4.57) 

4.3.1 Results and discussion 

The equations of line transfer [equations (4.35) and (4.36)] are solved fol

lowing the procedure described in Chapter 1 section (1.2.4). The optical 

depths along these segments Pr, Pr' are calculated using the equation 

(4.1). We set (J the electron scattering coefficient equal to (Thomson 

cross section) 6.6525 x lO-25cm2. The lengths of the segments change 

between 0 and 2r where r is the radius of the component. We have set an 

electron density of l014cm-3. The maximum optical depth is 97.5 while 

optical depth of the segment along the x-axis 00' is 66.525 where the 

radius of the star is taken to be l012cm and the thickness of the atmo

sphere as l012cm. The parameters that are used in the calculations are 

listed below' , 
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B 
A = Ratio of the outer to the inner radii of the atmosphere of the primary 

component and whose reflection effect is being studied (=2), 

n = number of shells into which the atmosphere of the component is 

divided, 

~ = ratio of the radius of the component to that of the line joining the 

centres of gravity of the two components rl = 2 x 1012 em, 

VA = initial velocity of expansion in units of mtu at n = 1 (see equation 

4.47 and 4.48), 

VB = final velocity in units of mtu at n = 100 (see equation 4.49), 

S = total source function (see equation (4.43)), 

Ss = source function due to self radiation (see equation (4.42)), 

I = ratio of incident radiation to that of self radiation of the star (see 

equation (4.46)), 

E = probability per scatter that a photon is thermalised by collisional 

de-excitation (see equation (4.41)), 

f3 = ratio of absorption coefficient in continuum to that in the line, 

T = total optical depth, 

Q = xjxmax (see equation (4.50)), 

~~ = ratio of the line flux at the normalized frequency Q to that in the 

continuum or at Xmax (see equations (4.51) and (4.52)), 

(R; N.R) = with reflection and with no reflection, 
H H: = height of the emission to the depth of absorption in the line, 

Te = temperature in the atmosphere. 

Results are presented in figures 4.6, 4.7, and 4.8 for different param

eters. The figures are self explanatory as far as the parameters are con

cerned. The atmosphere of the primary whose centre is at 0 is divided 
. T1 
mto 100 shells( see figure 4.1). The separation of the components as R 
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where Tl is the radius of the primary and R( = 00') is the separation of 

the centres of gravity of the components. We have considered two cases 

f . Tl 1 dId h h . .. o separatIOn R = - an - an t e atmosp enc extensIOn is set to equal 
2 5 

to stellar radius or ~ =2 . The total radial optical depth T is taken to be 

103 , 104 and 105 . The velocities of expansion are measured in terms of 

mean thermal units and uniform expansion velocity law is assumed. If 

VA and VB are the velocities at A and B respectively, then the velocity 

at any shell boundary Vn = [VA + VB ; VA x n] where N is the total 

number of layers which the atmosphere of the star is divided (=100). At 

A(r = Tmax = T) the velocity is VA and at B(T = 0) the velocity is VB' 

The parameters E which is defined in equation (4.41) is the probability 

that a photon is destroyed by collisional de-excitation and it is < 1 for 

non-LTE line formation and this is set equal to 0 and 10-4, The quantity 

(3 is set to 0 and 10-4 in our calculations. 

Figure 4.6( a) gives the source functions Ss and S given in equations 

(4.42) and (4.43) for various parameters shown in the figure, across the 

atmosphere from n = 1 to n = 100. These results represent a static and 

scattering medium with VA = VB = 0 and E = f3 = 0 and the incidence 

radiation factor I = 1 (see equation (4.46)). The incident radiation at 

A is given according to equation (4.45). The source function 88 (which 

does not contain the reflected radiation) decreases slowly from the point 

T = T to the point T = 0 in the scattering medium with T = 104• When 

the reflected radiation is included, the source functions for ~ ~ ~ and ~ 
are considerably enhanced as these source functions include the incident 

radiation from the companion along the axis 00', Figure 4,6(b) gives the 

line profile in the direction of the line of sight, corresponding to the source 

functions given in figure 4.6(a). The line fluxes are plotted against the 
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normalized frequency points Q (see equation (4.50)) . As the medium is 

static, the profile are symmetric with central absorption. More photons 

are removed from the centre as the line central optical depth is 104, 

the centre becomes almost dark. When the incident radiation from the 

component is added, there is more emission in the central portion of the 

line. The shapes of the lines in all these cases remain symmetric about the 

centre of the line. Figure 4.6( c) gives the variation of the same quantities 

as those given in figure 4.6(a) except that velocity VB=50 mean thermal 

units. There is a marked difference in the variation of the source functions 

in the two cases when VB = 0 in figure 4.6(a) and VB = 50 mtu in figure 

4.6( c). There is a sudden fall in the source functions near r = T and these 

remain almost constant throughout the rest of the atmosphere. Figure 

4.6 (d) presents the line profiles along the line of sight corresponding 

to the source functions presented in figure 4.6 ( c). These are similar to 

P-Cygni type profiles formed in an expanding media with blue shifted 

absorption. However the' emission although small, confines more or less 

to the centre of the line formed in static medium. The reason for this 

is that the absorption core is formed in the portion of the atmosphere 

which is directly in between the star and the observer. As it is moving 

towards the observer there will be a Doppler shift of the frequencies of 

the line photons towards the blue side of the centre of the line. The 

photons that are emitted in the side lobes of the atmosphere are merely 

scattered and the Doppler effect due to the velocities in the farther part 

and nearer part (with respect to the observer's point) will nearly counter 

each other, maintaining an approximate symmetric emission about the 

centre. Therefore, the asymmetry caused by the Doppler shifts is minimal 

in the emission part of the line. 
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Figure 4.6( e) gives the variation of equivalent widths against the ex

panding velocities VB for the parameters shown in the figure 4.6( e). \Ye 

can see that when no radiation is incident from the companion the equiy

alent widths are much larger than when there is incident light falling on 

the component from the companion. This can be understood from the 

fact that more photons are emitted through the line when external radi

ation is falling on the atmosphere from out side, which is also clear from 

a comparison of profiles given in figures 4.6(b) and 4.6( d). However, in 

both cases of reflection and no reflection the equivalent widths increase 

with the increasing velocities of expansion. Figure 4.6(f) gives the vari

ation of the ratio of height of emission (He) to that of depth absorption 

(Ha). There is no change in the reflection and non reflection cases. How

ever it is noteworthy that this ratio reaches a maximum at about VB = -1 

to 10 mtu and then falls slowly as the expansion velocities increase. 

Figure 4.7(a) to 4.7(e) gives the results for the set E = 10-4 and 

(J == O. The Planckian B(Te(r)) is set equal to 1 uniformly throughout 

the medium. The source functions described in figure 4.7(a) represent 

the internal emission of photons. Although we have given a uniform 

emission B (Te (r )) = 1 throughout the atmosphere more of the radiation 

is scattered towards the boundary T = 0 (r = rmax = B) this is the effect 

of sphericity or curvature scattering. The incident radiation increases 

the Source function only marginally. Corresponding line profiles ( along 

the line of sight) are given in figure 4.7(b), these profiles show emission 

with absorption at line centre and these are symmetric with respect to 

the centre of the line as the medium treated here is static. Figure 4.7( c) 

gives the source functions of a medium which is expanding with VB = 50 

mtu. These are different from those given in figure 4.7(a) for a static 
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medium. The maximum is spread over a larger spatial extent which is 

the effect of scattering in an expanding gas. The corresponding line pro

files are given in figure 4.7 (d). The emission is spread through the line 

except for a small absorption around the central position of the line. The 

equivalent widths of those lines are plotted in figure 4.7(e) with respect 

to expansion velocities VBs. It is interesting to note that when there is 

no reflection, the equivalent widths of the emission lines increase with 

velocities of expansion while the incident radiation from outside reduces 

the emission line equivalent widths considerably. 

In figure 4.8(a) to 4.8(e), the results of the cases E = (3 = 10-4 are 

plotted. These results show similar characteristics those given in figures 

4.7(a) to 4.7(e). 

We performed several calculations for different parameters to study 

the effects of irradiation on line formation in expanding atmosphere of 

the component of a close binary system. We have studied the variation of 

source functions, with different velocity gradients and also various values 

of irradiation from the secondary component. The line profiles computed 

with reflection are compared with those computed without reflection and 

for several cases of the proximity of the two components. We obtained 

P-cygni type profiles. 

4.4 Radiative transfer in the dusty, irradiated ex
panding atmospheres of close binary components 

In close binary systems light curves, radial velocity curves and line pro

files are the most important sources of information to find the physical 

parameters of the components. The atmosphere of the component of a 

close binary system are distorted by the tidal effect due to the presence of 
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its companion, and self rotation. Nonuniform temperature distribution 

over its surface (which may arise due to gravity darkening), and the ad

di tional heating of the stellar surface by incident radiation from the com

panion star(particularly important for X-ray binaries), eclipses, stellar 

wind, and interaction effects associated with circumstellar gas structures 

(disks, jets, shells etc.,) will change the radiation field in the atmosphere. 

In the previous sections we studied the problem of irradiation on line for

mation in an expanding atmosphere of the component of a close binary 

system and P -Cygni type profiles are found to be produced. The study 

of line formation in the dusty envelopes remains practically unexplored. 

The presence of dust is revealed in the infrared observations of many 

stellar objects, like gaseous nebulae, active galactic nuclei, T-Tauri stars 

and binary stars. Presence of dust, radial expansion, geometrical exten

sion, chemical composition etc., are some of the physical and geometrical 

properties one should include in any calculation of line formation in such 

atmospheres. The purpose of this study is to compute the effects of dust 

on the formation of lines in the expanding atmospheres with light of the 

secondary falling on the component in a close binary system. We consider 

that the dust scatters radiation isotropically and neither dust absorption 

nor emission are taken into account. 

4.5 The equation of transfer in comoving frame in a 
dusty atmosphere 

The equation of line transfer in the comoving frame with absorption and 

emission due to dust and gas (see Peraiah and Wehrse, 1978; Peraiah 
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1984, Wehrse and Kalkofen, 1985) is given by, 

8I(x, /-l, r) (1 - f.L2) 8I(x, f.L, r) _ r.r( )8 ( ) 
f.L 8 + f:J -.L\ x, r L r + r r f.L 

I{c(r)Sc(r) - [I((x,r) +}(c(r)]I(x,f.L,r) 

[(1 2)V(r) 2dV (r)]f:JI(x,f.Ll r ) + - f.L --+ f.L --'-- -.:....-~....:... 
r dr ax 

+!(dust[Sdust(r,f.L,x) - I(r,f.L,x)] , (4.58) 

and 

_ aI(x, -f.L, r) _ (1 - f.L2) 8I(x, -f.L, r) = }(( )8 ( ) 
f.L :::l a x, r L r + uT r J-l 

}(c(1')Sc(r) - [!((x, r) + I(c(r)]!(x, -f.L, r) 

[(1 2)V(T) 2dV(r)]a!(x,-J-l,r) + - f.L -- + /-l -- -.:....-~~ 
r dr ax 

+!tdust[Sdust(r,p,x) - !(r,J-l,x)], (4.59) 

where all the symbols have their respective usual meanings see Chapter 1 

section (1.2.5). Further, I( dust ( r) is the absorption coefficient of the dust 

and the dust source function Sdust(r, ±J-l, x) is given by, 

(1 - w)Bdust + 

~ L: P(f.L, f.L', r)!(r, li,x)df-l', (4.60) 

where Bdust is the Planck function for the dust emission, w the albedo of 

the dust and P the isotropic and coherent scattering phase function. The 

quantity Bdust is normally neglected because the re-emission will be far 

away from the line centre and therefore, may not contribute to the line 

radiation. Although we need not consider the term containing Bdust, we 

have included it for the sake of completeness. 

We have adopted the" CELL" method described by Peraiah (1984) to 

solve the equation (4.58) and (4.59); This is done by suitable discretisa-
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tion in frequency, angle as radius. The details of the method was given 

in Chapter 1 section (1.2.5). 

4.5.1 Boundary conditions 

The atmosphere in question is divided into n shells where n = 1 corre

sponds T = T and n = 100 corresponding to T = 0, and r is the optical 

depth at any point and T is the total optical depth. The total optical 

depth is set in advance. We assume that no radiation is incident from 

outside the spherical shell at r = Band T = 0, while radiation of unit 

intensity is incident at r = A, T = Tma:c = T, in the case of purely 

scattering medium. Thus we have, 

U-(r = T, J1,j) = 1, 

U+(T = 0, J1,j) = 0, (4.61 ) 

and in the case of the boundary condition of the frequency derivative, we 

have: 

au 
a.x (at ..,y =1·X·max I) = o. ( 4.62) 

We have set the velocities at r = A as VA, and at r = B as VB which is 

set equal to 0 and 50 mtu. If the spherical shell expands with constant 

velocity, we have; 

( 4.63) 

if there are velocity gradients, then we have; 

( 4.64) 
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Finally we calculate total source function S by adding S (T) . 
d In equa-

tion (4.14) and S(X,1') in equation (4.60) and obtain (see Srinivasa Rao 

& Peraiah 2000) 

(4.65) 

4.5.2 Result and discussion 

Results are presented in figures 4.9 to 4.15 for different parameters. The 

figures are self explanatory regarding the parameters used. The atmo

sphere of the primary is divided into 100 shells. The separation of the 

components ~ where 1'1 is the radius of the primary component and R 

is the separation of the centers of gravity of the components. We have 

considered two cases of separation ~ =~ and ~, and the atmosphere ex-

tension ~ =2. The total radial optical depth T is taken to be 104• The 

velocities of expansion are measured in terms of mean thermal units and 

uniform expansion velocity law is assumed. If VA and VB are the ye

locities at A and B respectively, then the velocity at any shell boundary 

Vn = VA + [VB ~ v A x n] where N is the total number of layers which 

the atmosphere of the star is divided (=100). At A( T = Tmax = T) the 

veloci ty is V A and at B (T = 0) the velocity is VB. The parameter € < 1 

for non-LTE line formation and this is set to equal to o. The quantity ,3 

is set equal to 0 in our calculations. The dust optical depth is taken be 

Td = 0, 1,2,5. The expansion velocities are taken to be VB = 0,5,25,50. 

But the results are presented for static medium with VA = 0, VB = 0 

and expanding medium with VA = 0, VB = 50. The irradiation from the 

. a t· the self radiation secondary component IS taken to be 1= 1,5,1 lmes 

of the star. However, the results are presented for I = 5 only. 

In figure 4.9 ( a), the source function S are plotted for a static dusty 
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medium, with ~=~ and I = 5 when Td = 0 (dust free medium), the 

source function falls rapidly in magnitude from the boundary T = T to

wards the boundary T = O. It reaches a minimum at around n=20 at 

which point it starts to raise because of the diffuse radiation incident from 

the secondary. It reaches a maximum at about n=80. This is due to the 

diffuse reflection of the incident light from the secondary by the gaseous 

medium immediately inside the atmosphere at the boundary at T = O. 

When dust is introduced the source functions have been reduced propor

tionately to the amount of dust present in it but nature of variation of the 

source function remain the same. The reduction in the source functions 

in dusty medium is due to the physical effect that dust removes photons 

from the radiation field and that these are not replaced by emission. In 

figure 4.9(b) we introduced expansion with VB = 50 mtu. The source 

functions fall more rapidly near the boundary T = T (n=l) but other

wise the variation is similar to those shown in the case of static medium 

(figure 4.9(a)). Figures 4.9(c) and 4.9(d) are the same as those given in 
rl 1 1 

figures 4.9( a) and 4.9(b) respectively but with R =2 replaced by 5' In 

both the situations there is no change in variation of the source functions 

but the values of the source functions are much smaller because of the 

fact that the distance between the components is increased and therefore, 
1 

the incident radiation is reduced by an approximate factor of (R _ rl)2 

Figure 4.10 ((1, b) gives the source function Ss and S given in equation 

(4.65) for various parameters shown in the figure, across the atmosphere 

for n = 1 to n = 100. Figure 4.10(a) represents a static and scattering 

medium with VA = VB = 0 and € = (3 = 0 and the incidence radiation 

factor I = 5 (see equation 4.45). The source function Ss decreases slowly 

f . medium with rom the point T = T to the point T = 0 in the scattenng , 
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T = 104• When the reflected radiation is included, the source function for 
rIll . 
R =2" and 5" are consIderably enhanced as these source functions include 

the incident radiation from the companion. Similar trend is observed in 

figure 4.10(b) when the expansion velocity is VB = 50. 

In figure 4.11 (a, b, c, d) the line fluxes are plotted against the nor

malized frequency points Q (see equation 4.50) along the line of sight. 

Each one of the graphs in figure (4.11 a, b, c, d) gives the line profiles 

for different TdS. Figures (4.11 (a)) and (4.11(b)) represent the static 

h b . h rl 1 d 1 . I A h fi atmosp ere ut WIt R = 2 an 5" respectIve y. s t e uxes are nor-

malized, there do not seem to be any change in the symmetric profiles. 

However, the effect of dust is significant as dust scatters more photons 

into line core thereby increasing the emission in the core of the line, and 

more emission in the cores of the lines formed in the former case (ie) 

~ =~ appears and this is becaus.e more light falls on the component in 

the former case than in the latter case. Figures 4.11 (c) and 4.11(d) give 

the flux profiles for the same parameters as those in figures 4.11(a) and 

4.11 (b) respectively except that a velocity of expansion VB = 50 mtu 

is introduced into the medium. The profiles show asymmetry with red 

emission and blue absorption and a blue shift of the centre of the line -

a P Cygni type profile. The part played by the dust is similar to that 

shown in figures 4.11(a) and 4.11(b). It scatters more photons into the 

line centre and at high dust optical depth, the line may even disappear 

altogether. 

In figure 4.12( a-f) line profiles without reflection are compared with 

those formed with the incident radiation from the secondary component 

i.e, I = 1,5,10. The line profiles are plotted with normalized frequency 

points Q, and the ratios of the flux FQ. The solid curves (scale given 
Fc 
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on the right side of the figure) are for the case without irradiation while 

the dashed are the ones formed with irradiation from the secondary. As 

the medium is static, the profiles are symmetric with central absorption. 

Figures 4.12(a-f) give a comparison of profiles formed in the condition of 

no irradiation and those with irradiation from the secondary component~ 

and each of the six figures drawn for different Td'S are shown in the 

respective figures. Each figure contains profiles for I = 0,1,5 and 10 

where 0 means no incident radiation. It appears that the higher values 

of I give higher line fluxes and in particular, more emission is seen in 

cores of the lines. 

Figures 4.13(a-f) contain the flux profiles for the same parameters as 

those in figures 4.12(a-f) but with VB = 50 mtu. The P Cygni type 

profiles are obtained similar to those shown in figure 4.11. 

Figqres 4.14(a, b, c) give the variation of equivalent widths against 

the expansion velocity VB for the parameters shown in the figure. vVe 

can see that when there is no radiation incident from the companion, the 

equivalent widths are much larger as the absorption core is deeper. In the 

presence of dust Td = 1,2,5 the equivalent widths reduce considerably 

for the reason given above that more photons are scattered into the core, 

thus reducing absorption and increasing core emission. 

Figure 4.15 gives the variation of the ratio of height of emission (He) 

to that of depth absorption (Ha). There is no change between the re

flection case and the non-reflection case. However, it is noteworthy that 

this ratio reaches a maximum at about VB = 4 to 10 mtu and then falls 

slowly as the expansion velocity increases. Similar kind of trend is ob

served in the presence of dust. It is different in the case of Td = 5, here 

the ratio increases slowly as the expansion velocity increases. This can 
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be understood again from the argument that more dust scatters more 

photons into the line core enhancing emission of the core of the line. 

Now we would like to study effects of reflection on distorted surface 

due to self rotation and tidal effect in a binary system in the next chapter. 
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Chapter 5 

Distortion due to rotation and tidal forces 

5.1 Introduction 

Many of the well-known stars such as Sirius, Procyon, Antares are double 

stars, with faint companions orbiting the bright primary stars. Since the 

two components are so close, they invariably appear as a single object 

even with the largest telescopes. Astronomers identify them by measuring 

the minute blue shifts and red shifts in the spectrum produced by the 

system as the stars alternatively approach and recede from us are variable 

stars. Those systems whose orbital planes lie close to the line of sight of 

an observer on Earth undergo periodic eclipse. The changes in brightness 

may lie within a few tenths of a magnitude to a little more than one 

magnitude. Variation in light output also occur out of eclipse, however ~ 

and this suggests an exchange of material between two extreamly close 

components. 

Roche lobe: The Roche lobe is a mathematically defined surface that 

exists around each star in any binary system. When a binary star is 

extreamly close to its partner, it interacts through its Roche lobe, or 

realm of gravitational influence. Massive stars have larger Roche lobes 

than small stars. 

In general stars tend to rotate rapidly, and this can have a strong in

fluence on star's atmosphere. Rotation tends to flatten a star~ and this 
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oblateness in turn causes a redistribution of both't f£' , 
1 S e eetIw grant.!-

tional potential and its emergent radiative flux an eft t 11 d" . , ec ca e gravity 
. " ' darkenmg . 

It is well known fact that some of the close binary svsten .' h I - }, 
~. 15 ~ It lOt, 

components on the main sequence and with periods less than about 5da~'~ 

(Olsen 1968, Plaut 1959, Huang 1966) rotate around theiraxesofrotatioIl 

perpendicular to the orbital plane in synchronism with their KeplE'rian 

orbits. This is very interesting case because of its simplicity: the four in

dependent parameters x the ratio of angular velocities at the equator and 

pole, f the ratio of centrifugal to gravity forces at the equator (equal 

to the value of the function fr(8) defined in equation (5.i) at r = fl' 
IT) m2. ~. a = "2 ' ml the mass ratlO of the components and R l the ratIO of equa-

torial radius to the distance between the centers of gravity of thE' two 

components, reduce to only three. 

We adopted a spherical polar coordinate system in which any point 

is represented by (r, e, ¢). The polar angles are related according to the 

usual convention with rectangular frame of reference in which the x-a.~i~ 

coincides with the line joining the centers of gravity of the componerlts 

and the z-axis ( which is identical with the axis of rotation of the primary 
., .' d .. th the ceIltt'r is perpendicular to the orbital plane. The orIgm camel es \"\1 

f · . Th lIB is measured from the axi!'< o graVIty of the pnmary. e po ar ang e 

1 d J.' measured in the X-\' of rotation (z-axis) towards the x-y pane an 'r IS • 

plane between x-axis and the projected radius vector. 
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5.2 Formulation of equations for the distorted sur
face of the component due to rotation and tidal 
force 

We shall describe a method for obtaining temperature of the distorted 

component, and luminosities etc.,. The total potential ( rotational and 

gravitational) for the components in the close binaries as a function of 

f, B, cp is given (se Peraiah 1969, 1970), 

ni, = G'ml [~ + Q p2 (3 sin2 f) cos2 ¢ - 1) + ,p2 sin2 e + Jp4 sin4 & 
0/ T~ P 

+(:~p6sin6e], (5.11 

where p = !..., and the coefficients Tp 
_ f(x - 1)2 (Tp)7 . 

a - 6 2 ' X Te 

_ f (x - 1) 2 (I'p) 5 • 

f3 - 2x2 l"e ' 

f (TP)3 
'Y = 2x2 Te 

where 

At the pole we have 

1 (1')3 Q = _jL -1!. 
2 Te 

m2 (re)3 J-L-- -- ml R . 

1 
J-L = 0, 

2 

'lj; == Constant 

( .. -") , 
i)._ 

(5.31 

G (5..1'1 
= ~1 (1 - Q) = €, 

1'p . ftl' 
. 5 1 and (5A) the equatlO11 0 1t: 

where € is a constant. From equatlOns ( . ) 

surface 'lj; == C is therefore, given by 
. 2 3 _ (1 _ Q)p + 1 :::: O. 

ap7 sin6 f) + (3p5 sin4 e + ('Ys1n B + J)p 
(5.·jl 
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where J = Q(3 sin2 (} cos2 ¢ - 1) . The surface gravity g is given by 

g -grad V; 

(g,., go, g¢), (5.6) 

where (gr, ge, g¢) are the components of g in the three orthogonal direc

tions defined by the curvilinear coordinates (r, B, ¢) given by 

gr -

g¢ 

and 

87jJ 
or 
1 87jJ 

rp 8p 

Gml 1 ( (. 2 3) -2-2" 1 - fr 8) Sln 8 - 2J p , 
rp p 
cos B 1 8'ljJ --- -

rp p 8(sin B) 

Grr;l ~ [ _ fr(B) sin B cos B - 6Qp3 sin B cos B cos2 4>], 
rp p 
1 1 8'ljJ 

rp p sin B 84> 

G~l ~ [6Qp3 sin e sin 4> cos 4>], 

n2r 3 

gml 
2~p3 + 4{3p5 sin2 (} + 60!.p7 sin4 B, (5.7) 

fr(O) being the ratio of centrifugal to gravity forces at the point (r, B) on 

the surface of the component,. and n is the angular velocity. Therefore, 

the total gravity g is given by, 

9 _ G;:l [(1 _ fr(B) sin2 B _ 2J p3)2 

+ (fr B sin B cos B + 6Q p3 sin B cos B cos2 4> ) 2 

1 

+ 36Q2 p6 sin2 B sin2 4> cos2 4>] '2. (5.8) 
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The mean temperature T * on the surface of the distorted component 

can be calculated from the equations (Ireland, 1966) 

(5.9) 

and 

(5.10) 

where the integrals are taken over the whole surface of the distorted 

component and To is a constant. 

If 11 is a unit normal in a point P on the surface and er a unit vector 

in the direction of r in the same point P, we see that the real element at 

P in terms of the parameters fJ, ¢ is 

r2 sin fJdfJd¢ 
ds = 

n.e r 

gr2 sin BdfJd¢ 

g1' 
(5.11 ) 

since g=gn, where g and g1' are given by equation (5.8) and (5.7) respec-

tively. From the equations (5.9), (5.10) and (5.11) we have, 

_ g~J J gr2 sin fJdfJd¢ 

T - T gr 
• - J ! g*r2 sinBdBd¢ 

gr' 

(5.12) 

Similarly, we can compute the ratio of luminosity in the line of sight 

to the total luminosity using Von Zeipel's theorem (Ireland, 1966, ; Von 

Zeipel, 1924). The later is given by 

L = k J gds, (5.13) 

and the former by 

L(I) = k J g(n.l)ds, ( 5.14) 
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where the integrations are taken over the surface of the visible disc, 1 is 

a unit vector in the line of sight, and k is a Von Zeipel's constant. Now 

gn.l g.l, 

(grer + geee + gq)eq)).l, (5.15) 

where 

e r sin 0 cos ¢i + sin 0 sin ¢j + cos Ok, 

eo cos 0 cos ¢i + cos 0 sin ¢j - sin Ok, 

erjJ - sin ¢i + cos ¢j, 

I cos 'ljJ' sin ii + sin 'ljJ' sin ij + cos ik, (5.16) 

and we can immediately calculate er.l etc., in the equation (5.15) by 

using equation (5.16). Here i,j, k are the unit vectors along X-, y-, z-axes 

and 'ljJ' and i are the true anomaly of the secondary component and the 

inclination of the orbital plane respectively. 

From the eqnations (5.13)-(5.14) we write it the ratio of luminosity in 

the line of sight without limb darkening to the luminosity as, 

J g(n.1) ds 
it= J gds 

(5.17) 

The effect of limb darkening can be estimated by using a quadratic law 

(p 156, Kopal, 1959) 

1 
1(0,J-l) 
1(0,1) 

1 - ttl - U2 + ttl (n.l) + uz(n.1)2, ( 5.18) 

where Ul =0.65 and u2=-0.0226 (p, 182, Kopal, 1959) and 12, the ratio of 

luminosity with the limb darkening, to the total luminosity becomes (p. 

177,172, Kopal, 1959) 

J (gO (1 - TO) + rog) + l(n.1)ds 
l2 = ,(5.19) 

f gds 
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and l3, the ratio of luminosity in the line of sight with limb darkening to 

the luminosity in the line of sight without limb darkening is given by, 

where 

J (go(l - TO) + Tog) + I(n.l)ds 
l3 = , 

f g(n.l)ds 

f gds 
go = f gds' 

(5.20) 

(5.21) 

and TO is taken corresponding to temperature of Te=20000° K and A=5240 

A. In equation (5.18), one only computes the right hand side in order to 

obtain the limb darkening. These values of luminosities can be converted 

to stellar magnitude by using the relation 

~m = -2.510glOl, (5.22) 

where 1 can take the values of ll' l2' and l3' We have already noted that 

some binaries rotate synchronously. In this case we have to set ne = ~ 
where P is the orbital period of the system in seconds. Applying Kepler's 

third law, we find that, 

(~)2, 
G(ml + m2) 

R3 

or using this value oW, in froG), ( = ~~:) we obtain 

( 7r) ( m2) (r e ) a Ire - = 1 +- -, 
2 forsynchronism ml R 

(5.23) 

(5.24) 

where Ire(8) and n corresponds to Ir(B) and n at the equator. The above 

equation can be used for both uniform (x = 1) and non-uniform (x > 1) 

rotation. 
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5.3 Results and discussion 

Here the calculations are straightforward although some care has to be 

taken in solving equation (5.5) and equation (5.2) for p = !-. and 're 
rp rp 

respectively. It was found that Newton-Raphson method, starting from 

an initial estimate of 1.0 to 1.01 for p and re gave good convergence. The 
rp 

values are used in the subsequent calculations. The double integration in 

equation (5.12) are calculated by Simpson's rule. We have selected few 

representative values for each of the parameters. The cases of x ( = ge) 
p 

treated here mainly are for, x=l corresponding to uniform rotation and 

x=10 corresponding to highly non-uniform rotation. We have also taken 

/=0.5 in most of the calculations so that we can select a good number 

f . m2 re 
o paIrs of - and R' 

ml 

Figure 5.1 shows that the equatorial temperatures fall rapidly for in-

creasing values of f and also we plotted the polar and equatorial temper

atures are plotted against /. It appears that the fall in the equatorial 

temperature is more rapid than the increase in the polar temperature. 

5.3.1 Effects on luminosity 

The results of equation (5.17) which gives the ratio of un-limb darkened 

luminosity in the line of sight to the total luminosity (It) are given in fig

ure 5.2. In figure 5.2 values of II are plotted against the mass ratios for 

various parameter choices. The values of II for polar view are larger than 

those in intermediate direction and much larger than those of equatorial 

values. It is very interesting to note that the values of it in both polar 

and intermediate views for uniform rotation are larger than their coun

terparts in non-uniform rotation. Exactly the opposite happens in the 

equatorial view. These values seem to be consistently smaller than those 
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3,--------------------------------, 
x10 

24 -

0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 

Figure 5.1: The polar and equatorial temperatures (in thousands of degrees of Kelvin) 

are plotted against f. Single primed curves are for polar and double primed curves for 
. m2 m2 

equatOrIal temperatures. (1') and I" are for - = 0, x = 1; (2') and (211) are for -=1 
ml ml 

d ( m2 m2, re 
an x = 1; 3') and (3") are for -=0, x = 10, and (4") are -=1, x = 10; R=0.5 

_ ml ml 
and T=20000° K 
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Figure 5.:2: Ratios of luminosities (It} in the line of sight without limb darkening to the 

'total luminosity of equation (5.17) are plotted against m2 . P, I and E are for Polar, 
ml 

Intermediate, and Equatorial views respectively. f = 0.5, ~ =0.5. 

corresponding to non synchronism (see figure 5.2) for all three views. As 

we have mentioned earlier, all values of f determined by the equation 

(5.24) in the case of synchronism are less than the value i=0.5 we have 

used to present the non synchronism case. From this, we can conclude 

that f would give smaller values of II and vice versa. 

5.3.2 Limb darkening 

We will now discuss the effect of the quadratic law of darkening incorpo

rated in equation (5.18). In figure 5.3 the law of darkening at 8=50° on 

the surface is plotted against the mass ratios for the three lines of sight 
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Figure 5.3: The law of darkening is plotted against m2 . P, I and E are for Polar, 
ml 

Intermediate, and Equatorial views respectively. The values are calculated for () = 

50°. Continuous line and dashed line represents the uniform and nonuniform rotation 

respectively 

for uniform and non-uniform rotation. In the intermediate and equa

torial view, the luminosity for non-uniform rotation is larger than that 

for uniform rotation; for the polar view the opposite is true. Figure 5.3 

demonstrates the important result that laws of darkening for uniform 

and non-uniform rotation tend to converge as the mass ratio increases 

irrespective of the line of sight. 
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5.3.3 Lunlinosities with limb darkening 

In this section we compare the luminosity ratios 12 and 13 computed from 

equations (5.19) and (5.20) respectively. The results are displayed in 

figure 5.4. In figure 5.4 (a) the ratios of luminosity are plotted against 

the mass ratios. All subsequent results are only for non synchronous 

cases. In synchronous rotation the only effective parameter is f, and we 

have seen that the distribution of luminosity is insensitive to changes in 

this quantity. 

In figure 5.4 (b) the luminosity ratios are plotted against the mass ratio 

in the intermediate view for uniform and non-uniform rotation. The 

luminosity ratio 12 for uniforrn rotation starts to decrease when m2 > 
m1 

0.6 and for increase non-uniform rotation, but with the reduced rate of 

growth. The curves of 13 for both uniform and non-uniform rotation are 

quite similar. In both the cases the ratios fall from m2=0.1 to m2 ~2.0 
ml m1 

after which there is a steep rise. 

So far, we have only been able to discuss a few of the effects to be 

expected. It is clear that the effects we have considered tend to make 

the light changes extremely complicated in close binary systems between 

eclipses and make their interpretation more difficult. There is another 

important effect- reflection e£fect- which enhances the complications but 

is one of the more important factors especially in very close pairs that 

has still to be considered. 
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Figure 5.4 (a): The ratios (l2) of luminosities with limb darkening to the total luminosity 

of equation (5.19) versus m2 for intermediate view. 1=0.5, TRe =O.5 (b) the ratios (13) 
ml 

luminosities in the line of sight without limb darkening of equation (5.20) versus m2 
ml 

for intermediate view. 
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5.4 Rotational effects on line source function 

Now we intend to study how the source functions change when the rota

tional velocities change. We have made use of Von Zeipel's law (192-4) 

which states that the emergent flux of total radiation over the surface 

of a rotationally (and/or tidally) distorted star in radiative equilibrium 

varies proportionately to the local gravity. This law has been used for 

obtaining the incident radiation at T = Tmax and for calculating the source 

functions the medium by using the comoving frame solution of radiative 

transfer in Chapter 4 equation (4.35-4.36). 

5.4.1 Brief description of tbe method and Computational pro
cedure 

N ow we shall consider only the rotation of a single star. According to the 

Von Zeipel's law, the flux of radiation at a given point is proportional to 

the local gravity. Von Zeipel's law is given by 

C dp 
Fn = ---, (5.25) 

"'P dn 

where Fn is the flux of radiant energy across a level surface of constant 

potential, C is the velocity of light, I( is the absorption coefficient, p 

is the density, p is the pressure and dn is the normal distance between 

adjacent level surface. If 'tP is the total potential (i.e" sum of potentials 

due to self gravitation, rotation and tidal interaction) then the radiant 

flux is given by 

d~ F.n I'.J -

dn' 

d1j; 
dn = -g, 
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where 9 is the local gravity. For rotationally distorted star without tidal 

forces from external sources (see Peraiah 1970) 

At the bottom of the atmosphere, we have introduced the incident 

radiation proportional to 9 given by equations (5.26) and (5.27) and this 

is written as 

(5.28) 

so that 

1U;+1(r = T,p,)p,dp, - I:U(r = T,p,j)p,jCj , 

- L: 9 P,jCj = g, (5.29) 
Np,jCj 

where p,j and Cj are roots and weights of the Gauss-Legendre quadra-

ture, N is the total number of angles and T = r ma~' This has been on 

the grounds that radiation is incident on the atmosphere in spherically 

symmetric approximation. Here U is the specific intensity multiplied by 

47rr2 . By assuming a velocity law and optical depth (T=1200), we have 

solved the line transfer equation equation in comoving frame with the 

boundary condition given in (5.29). While calculating the gravity 9 we 

have assumed x = 1 (uniform rotation) and the ratio of centrifugal to 

gravity forces at the equator is set to equal to 0.1, 004, and 0.8. The 

geometrical extension of the medium is taken to be ~ =3 and 10 where 

B and A are the outer and inner radii of the atmosphere with constant ve

locity gradient. the frequency independent source function is calculated 

by the formula, 

S(r) = 1: S(x, r)dx, (5.30) 

where 

¢(x) f3. 
Ss(x, r) = f3 + ¢(x) SL(r) + f3 + ¢(x) Sc(1), (5.31 ) 
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Se is the continuous source function and S L is the source function giYen 

by 

SL('r) = (1 - E) J lr:¢(x)dx + EB(r), (5.32) 

Sc(r) = B(r), (5.33) 

where B(r) is the Planck function, Jx is the mean intensity, ¢(x) is the 

profile function (Doppler) and E is the probability per scatter a photon 

is lost by collisional de-excitation. We have set E = (3 = 0 in all cases. 

We have taken Vrot equal to 1, 4, 8 mean thermal units corresponding 

to 1=0.1, 0.4, and 0.8. The total source functions plotted with respect 

to the optical depths are given in figures 5.5(a) and 5.5(b) for ~ =3 and 

10. respectively. We have considered the maximum expansion velocities 

VB =0, 3, and 6 as these are sufficient to show the differences due to 

the velocity gradients. The effects of rotation are to reduce the source 

function considerably and it is interesting to note that the variation S 

runs almost parallel to various velocity gradients. The source functions 

are reduced considerably when rotational velocities are introduced. The 

reduction is almost an order of magnitude from V rot =1 to V rot=8. The 

main reason for dilution is that when rotation increases the equatorial 

parts tend to extend and the density of radiation field decreases. As 

we are considering uniform rotation, constant velocity gradients would 

reduce the radiation field uniformly which explains the reason why the 

source functions are almost parallel to each other for Vrot=l, 4, and 

8. The source functions are very similar for ~ = 3 and 10. When 

the geometrical extension is increased the fall in the source functions 
. B 

corresponding to V rot is large in the case of an atmosphere A = 10 than 
B . 

that of A = 3. This is so because we have chosen the same optical depth 
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in both cases and therefore, the density in the atmosphere with B =10 
A 

is less than that in the atmosphere with ~ =3. This effect is enhanced 

when the rotational velocities are increased. 

In ~gures 5.6 (a) (b) (c) we plotted ~: (where Fq and Fc being the 

integrated fluxes at frequency ,.,Yg and in the continuum respectively see 

Chapter 4 section( 4.3) equations (4.50-4.55)) for ~ =3 the line profiles 

observed at infinity for VB=O, 3, 6 mean thermal units respectively. We 

define the following quantity which is similar (see Chapter 4, section 

(4.3), equation (4.50)), 

Q __ .Kg Q 
-1< <1. 

. Xmax 
(5.34) 

The purpose of this kind of representation is to accommodate all pro

files corresopnding to different velocities in a single figure. In each of 

these figures we have also presented profiles for V rot=l, 4, 8 mean ther

mal units. In figure 5.6(a) we note that all profiles are symmetric. For 

Vrot=l, we obtain a profile with a slight emission in the wings. How

ever when V rot is increased to 4 mean thermal units the wings become 

boarder whereas the core of the line becomes narrower. When V rot is 

increased to 8 mtu the lines becomes broader uniformly and emission in 

the wings disappear. When the expansion velocity increases we find P

Cygni type profile becomeing more prominent when VB = 6 (see figure 

5.6(c)). In figure 5.7 (a), (b), (c) the flux profiles have been plotted for 
B 
A =10. These are similar to those given in figure 5.6 (a)(b)(c). 
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Figure 5.6: Corresponding flux profiles for ~ =3 for figure 5.5(a.) 
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Chapter 6 

Effects of gravity darkening 

on spectral lines 

6.1 Introduction 

It is well known that when two components of binary system are suffi

ciently close to each other, their mutual irradiation is very important. 

The study of close binary stars is of great importance in stellar astro

physics. The atmospheres of the components of a close binary system are 

distorted mainly by two physical effects: (1) rotation of the component 

and (2) the tidal effect due to the presence of its companion. These ef

fects make the atmospheres of these stars non-spherical. de Jager (1992) 

summarized the problem of non-spherical atmospheres and flows in outer 

layers of young stars and other objects. Non-sphericity changes the den

sity distribution of the matter through which the radiation passes and as 

a consequence, the lines formed in such medium are modified. In addi

tion to this, the presence of the secondary component's light falling on 

such distorted components atmosphere will affect the line profiles formed 

in these atmospheres. One also encounters the systematic mass motions 

in the atmospheres of these stars. 

In this chapter we compute theoretical line profiles from the extended 

atmospheres of the components of close binary systems whose surfaces 

are distorted due to rotation and tidal effects internls of mass ratio of 

the two component m2 , ratio of equatorial radius of the primary to the 
ml 
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distance between the centres of gravity of two components ~, ratio of 

centrifugal to gravity forces at equator f and the ratios of angular veloc

ities at the equator and the pole x. The line profiles are calculated for 

different velocity laws and compared their fluxes. 

In Chapter 4 we studied the line transfer in expanding and extended 

spherically symmetric atmospheres with dust free and dusty medium 

respectively with radiation incident from the secondary component on 

the atmosphere of the primary. 

Now we shall study the line transfer in the distorted atmospheres. vVe 

have to calculate the source function in such media which arises out 

of the incidence of the radiation from the atmosphere of the secondary 

component. We describe below the method of calculation. 

6.2 Calculation of the source functions in the dis
torted atmosphere 

We compute the distorted surface by solving the following 7th degree 

equation described in Chapter 5. Although better description of the 

surfaces are available, they do not change our scheme of computation 

of the source functions in the distorted atmospheres. This is a simple 

equation to solve and fast solutions can be obtained easily. The equation 

for the equipotential surface is given by, 

where 

J = Q ( 3 sin2 B cos ¢ - 1), 
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Figure 6.1: Schematic diagram of the distorted atmosphere of the component 

and (J and (p are the colatitude and the azimuthal angles respectively. 

Further, p = ~, l' and 'l'p are the radii and the radius at the pole and 
rp 

= f(x - 1)2 (7.p )7 . 
a 6 2 ' X rc 

{3 _ f{x - 1)2 (rp)5 . 
- 2 ' 2x re 

1 (r)3 Q = -J.l .J? 
2 Te 

The ratios rp can be obtained from a third degree equation given by, 
7'e 

where 

1 
J..l = 0, 

2 

f (x2 + X + 1) 
u = 1 + 2 + J..l. 

6x 

(6.2) 

Equation (6.1) is solved for various values of (J and cP for obtaining the 

surface for given parameters of m 2 , f, x and TRe • The solution is obtained 
ml 

by using nurnerical methods with a starting value of ~ =1. Equation 
rp 

(6.2) is solved by Newton-Rophson method are described in Chapter 5. 
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We have drawn a schematic diagram in figure 6.1 below for the purpose 

of computing the source functions. The points 0 and B are respectively 

the centers of the primary and secondary which are supposed to be point 

sources. The rays such as BA I , BD, BP ... , etc., from the secondary 

(B) are incident on the atmosphere at points such as AI, D, P, ... etc. 

These points AI, D, P, ... , etc., are joined to the centre of the primary 

O. Further we draw perpendiculars from these points to the axis OB. 

These perpendiculars meet the rays at the points as shown in the figure 

6.1. We need to find the source functions (1) along the rays AID, BD, 

BP, ... , etc., to compute the radiation field in the medium generated by 

the incidence of the light from the secondary. We also need to find the 

source functions along the perpendiculars such as DJ, PK, SL, ... , etc., 

to calculate the radiation field along the line of sight and at the observers 

point. For this we have to calculate their geometrical lengths. 

We find the point (or radius of the atmosphere) where the outermost 

tangent from the point B touches the star. Assume at that, in the case 
T 

of an unperturbed star OC=Tp • Specifying the parameters x, j, ~ and 

m2 and using the equations (6.1) and (6.2) we can find the (J=(Je where 
ml 
fl sin (}e=Tp• This is done by repeatedly solving equations (6.1) and (6.2) 

with small values of (J ( by steps of 1°). Now we can divide (90 - (}e) 

into N intervals and compute the radii Tn to the surface of the distorted 

reflecting atmosphere. Each radius Tn to the surface can be computed by 
. () () (90 - (J c) L ... d usmg n = 90 - n - 1 6.(J, where 6.(J= N . et x- axIS comCl e 

with OB and y- axis be perpendicular to it. Then the x- coordinates of 

the point C, N, M, L, K, ... , etc., will be Tl Sinel,"" TN-l sin (}N-l(= 

fe) and the y- coordinates all zeros OB. The general coordinates of any 

ray which meets the surface are (rn sin en, Tn COS (In). The x- coordinate 
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of Al is rN-l sin8N _ i · Therefore, BA1= R- rN-l sin8N - i . 

Let the angle lnade by the ray with CB is a, then 

'rN-1 cos 8N - 1 
tan 0: N -1 = . 8 ) (R - 'T"N-l SIn N-1 

Similarly 

tan 0: n = (R . ()). 
- Tn SIn n 

If we start with 

y = O(this is the point AI). 

From figure 6.1, we have, 

OL = T4 sin 84 .•• ,etc. 

DB2 = DJ2 + JB2 = T~ cos2 B2 + (R - r2 sin (2)2, 

EB2 = EK2 + KB2 = (1 + Ti)(R - T3 sin (3)2, 

FB2 = FL2 + LB2 = (1 + Ti) (R - T4 sin 84)2, ... ,etc. 

DJ = T2 cos B2 

EK = T2.KB = T2(R - OIq = T2(R - T3 sin83) 

FL = T2.LB = T2(R - OL) = T2(R - T4 sin ( 4 ) 

GM = T2.MB = T2(R - OM) = T2(R - T5 sin(5), ... , etc. 
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JB = R - '1"2 sin82, 

KB = R - '1'3 sin83, 

LB = R - '1'4 sin 84, •.• , etc. 
P}( '1'3 cosB3 

tan 0:'3 = T3 = l"B = (R . B)" 
1\. - '1'3 SIn 3 

PK = '1'3 cos 83, 

QL = T3.LB = T3(R ~ '1'4 sin84), 

RM = T3·MB = T3(R - '1'5 sin85), 

UN = T3.NB = T3(R - '1'6 sin86), ••. , etc., 

PB2 = PK2 + KB2 = 7'~ cos2 83 + (R - '1'3 sin 83)2, 

QB2 = QL2 + LB2 = (1 + Tl)(R - '1'4 sinB4)2, 

RB2 = RM2 + MB2 = (1 + Ti)(R - '1'5 sine5)2, ... , etc. 

'1'n COS en ( ) 
tan O:'n = (R . e)' 6.3 

- '1'n SIn n 

We need to know the geometrical length of all the above segments for 

the computation of the optical depths and source functions along these 

segments. 

We consider an atmosphere of the primary whose radius is twice as 

large as that of the star(primary). The velocity of expansion varies lin

early with the radius. Thus, the variation of density is according to 

the law p I"V 13 which obeys the law of conservation of mass that is 
'1' 

47fr2pv = constant (11) where '1' is the radius, p is the density, v is the 

velocity of expansion and M is rate of mass loss. We set the inner radius 

equal to 5x 1011cm and outer radius is l012cm. The distortion is con

sidered from the outer radius lOl2cm of the atmosphere. We have used 

a value of electron density equal to l014cm-3. We compute the source 
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functions along the rays BAlJK ... , BDEFG .... , BPQR ... , etc., using 

the above data and using the rod model (which is described in detail in 

Chapter 4 section (4.1.1)) with the incident radiation given at points AI, 

D, P, S, ... , etc., for the rays passing through these points. We have 

given the incident radiation at the points AI, D, P, S, ... , etc.,equal to 

(CT~e) cos a ,where CT is the Stefan Boltzmann constant, Te is the effective 
ro: 

temperature of the component centered at B and as are the angles made 

by the ray with the axis OB and ro: correspond to the ray lengths such 

as BAl, BD, BP, " ., etc. 

6.3 Result and discussion 

The source functions for the self radiation (Ss) are calculated using the 

procedure described in Chapter 4. These are represented by the (--) 

line in figure 6.2 (a-f) with the scale given on the left side of the graph. 

The source fUIlctions along the rays (Sr) are represented by the (- - - - -) 

lines whose scale is given on the right side of the graph. The combined 

source function (S = S8 + Sr) are represented by the (- . - . - . _.) 

lines. The parameters are given in the captions corresponding to the 

rays Ale, DI, PV, ... , etc., are plotted against the distances Rimp=A10, 

JO, KO, ... , etc. The ray corresponding to Ale is labelled as 1 and 

that corresponding to DI will be ray number 2 and so on. We plotted 

the source functions for 24 rays. In practice we can compute sufficient 

number of rays to suit the desired accuracy. We labelled rays 1, 10, 15, 

20, 24. In figure 6.2 (d-f). The curves for S the total source function 

(- . - . - . _.) are not seen because source functions are much larger 

than those of self radiation by a factor of 104• Addition of the values of 

Sr and Ss do not differ from those of Sr (see the scales on the right and 
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left of the graph). However, the results in figure 6 ?(a ) h .... -c s ow all the 
three source functions S8' Sr and S through solid (-) d h d , as e (- __ _ 

- -), and dash and dot (- . - . - . _.) curves respectivel· Th y. e sourre 

function labelled corresponding to the ray along AlO and that labelled 

2 correspond to the ray DEF, ... , etc. As the incident radiation at the 

point Al is maximum (cos a)=1, the source function along the ray A10 is 

maximum at Al and slowly reduced in the interior points in the direction 

of 0 along the axis. The behaviour of all the rays from (1 to 24) show 

the same behaviour. 

Figures 6.3 (a-f) give the source functions along the rays AIO. DI. 

PV, ... , etc., labelled as 1, 2, 3, ... ,etc, versus the optical depths along 

the rays 1, 2, 3, ... , etc., respectively for the corresponding parameters 

figures 6.2 (a-f). The curve labelled 1 correspond to the ray AIO which 

is the longest as it is along the axis AlO, (cos 0:) = 1 and the source 

function labelled 24 correspond to the ray with 0: = ClImax or cos (} is 

minimum (0 < a < ~) . We measured the optical depths from from 

the points of incidence of the rays at such as AI, D, P, ... , etc ... At 

these points, the source function is maximum for each ray and slowly 

falls as the optical depth increases along the ray towards the interior of 

the distorted Inedium of the atmosphere and maximum for each ray, 

Figures 6-4 (a-f) give the line profiles at the observers point. these 

profiles correspond to the parameters for which figures 6.2 (a-f) and the 

fi fil 'th ( ) line is due to the gures 6.3 (a-f) are drawn. The pro e WI -

If .. . ( ). due to the incident se radIatIOn while the profiles wIth - - - - - IS 
. . t tl rofile due to the radIatIOn and the (- . - . - . _.) curve represen le p 

. t d b the right side scale 
combIned source function S = S8 + Sr represen e y 

. , , 'I h . file due to the self 
of the these figures. It IS mterestmg that Whl e t e pro . 
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radiation is an absorption profile, those due to incident d' . , ra IatlOn and 
combination of self and incident radiation are emission profiles. 

Figure 6.5 - 6.9 contain these panels each. The first panel (a) . contalIls 
the ray source functions against the total optical depths for rays 1. 6. 

12, and 18. The graphs are given for ~ =0.1, 0.3, and 0.5. The graphs 

in the panel (b) contain the corresponding source functions S( = Sr" + Ss) 

with respect to the R imp ' The third panel (c) contain the corresponding 

profiles along the line of sight. The line fluxes FQ are plotted against 
Fe 

normalized frequency Q defined in Chapter 4 section 4.3 equation (4.50-

4.52). Figure 6.5 (c) contain the profiles in a stationary atmosphere 

and one obtains sYInmetric lines. The self radiation produces absorption 

profiles while the incident radiation produces emission profiles and the 

combination of the self and incident radiation produces emission profiles. 

Figure 6.6 gives the results for an expanding atmosphere with l':-\ =0 

and VB=10 rntu. The profiles due to the self radiation is almost non

existant and while those due to incident radiation and combination of 

self and incident radiation are prominent emission line with P Cygni 

characteristics. There is a perceptable change in the profiles when the 
.,. . ... 68 d parameter ~ is changed from 0.1 to 0.3 and 0.5. FIgures 6.1, .. an 
R 

6.9 show saIne features as those shown in figure 6.6. 

S = Sr+Ss, (6..1) 

along the line of sight are given in figure 6.4 (a-f). 
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1.5 1.1 1.2 

Rimp.l0 1Z (em) Rlmpx1012 (em) 

Figure 6.2(a)-(f): Source functions along the rays inside the distorted respect to the 

distances along the axes OA l (see figure 6.1) (a)TII< = 20000f{, Tc::: 20000I<, R=0.1, 

f 0.1, ~=1 ( where T",. is the temperature of the primary, Tc is the temperature of the 
secondary component) (b) T",.::: 20000I<, Tc = 30000K" R=O.l, f=O.1,~=1 (c) T. = 

20000I<, Tc = 40000I<, !jf=O.l, f-O.1,~=1 (d) Til< = 20000f{, Tc::: 2QOOOJ(, 1jt=O.5, 
f O.5,~=0.1 (e) T",. = 20000K Tc = 30000K, ~=0.5, f=O.5,~:::O.1 (f) Til< = 20000I{, 
Tc = 40000K, !:..n" =0.5, f-0.5,1!!2.=0.1 
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Figure 6.3( a)-(f): The source functions are plotted against the optical depths measured 

along the rays such as A1JKL, ... , DEFG, etc., (a)T* = 20000f{, Tc = 200001(, ~=O.l, 

f=O.l,~=l (b)T* = 20000K, Tc = 300001(, ~=O.l, f-O.l,~=l (c)T* = 20000K, 

Tc = 40000K, R=O.l, f=O.l,~=l (d)T* = 20000K, Tc = 20000[(, R=0.5, f=O.5,~=1 

(e)T* = 20000f{, Tc = 30000K, ~=O.5, f=O.5,~=1 (f)T* = 20000J{, Tc = 40000I<, 
~-O 5 f-O 5 !!!2.-1 R- . , - ., -ml 
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Chapter 7 

Conclusions 

7.1 Discrete space theory of radiative transfer 

• We have given a concise description of the method of obtaining the 

solution of monochromatic radiative transfer equation in spherical 

symmetry, equation of transfer in comoving frame in the presence of 

dust and the calculation of line profiles for an observer at infinity. 

These solutions are used to calculate self radiation of the primary 

star in a binary system. 

7.2 Incident radiation from a point source 

• We found that rnaximum radiation comes from intermediate points 

of the atmosphere, the reason being that we have combined radiation 

from the star together with the incident radiation from a point source 

outside the star. 

• We also calculated the effects of irradiation from a point source ob

served at infinity. The radiation is calculated and compared v.ith 

two approximations i.e., plane parallel and the spherical symmetry. 

In plane parallel case the limb is darker than the centre. When the 

1 . d' b 'ghtens the limb but e ectron density is increased the lrra rance n 

h .. . 'th variation is noticed. w en cOInbined with self radlatlOn e same 
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• In spherical case (i.e., ~ = 1.5, where B and A are the outer and 

inner radius of the star), the limb darkening is noticed. Intensities 

fall sharply when conlpared to those in plane parallel approximation. 

When electron density is increased, the irradiation definitely shows 

limb brightening and intensities fall gradually but at the limb, they 

start increasing. 

7.3 Incident radiation from an extended source 

In reality extended source can not be considered as a point source. 

We extended the method for calculating the radiation field on the pri

mary component when secondary component is an extended source. 

• We found that the reflection gradually decreases from the component 

towards the surface of the outermost layers of the atmosphere, since 

the mediunl is illunlinated uniformly, the intensities decreasing from 

inner radius to the outer radius of the star. 

• The specific intensities calculated at infinity show marked changes 

when the plane parallel approximation is replaced by the assumption 

of spherical symmetry. The surface along the axis facing illumination 

reflect maximum radiation while the innermost and outermost layers 

show lesser amount of reflected radiation. 

• In plane parallel approximation the law of specific intensities is al

most linear and falls rapidly towards the surface, whereas in spherical 

symmetric case the specific intensities reach maximum and then fall. 

• It appears that the law of limb darkening does not depend much on 

the ratio ~ where rl is the outer radius of the star, and R is distance 
R 

between centers of two components. 
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• The law of variation of radiation from center to limb depends on 

whether one considers plane parallel or spherical symmetry geometry 

and also on the distribution of electron density. 

• We also noticed that the limb is darker than the center, when we 

increased the electron density the irradiance brightens the limb but 

when combined with self radiation, the same variation is noticed. 

7.4 Effects of reflection on spectral lines 

• In the next step we studied the effects of reflection on formation of 

spectral lines in a purely scattering atmosphere, absorbing medium, 

and partially scattering medium and studied how the line profiles 

change and how the equivalent widths change when irradiation from 

the secondary is taken into account. These calculations were done 

in a static and nloving atmospheres. We also computed line profiles 

when dust is present in the atmosphere. We obtained P-cygni type 

profiles. 

7.5 Distortion due to rotation and tidal forces 

We studied the transfer of line radiation in the atmospheres of close 

binary components whose atmospheres are distorted by the self radia

tion and tidal forces due to the presence of the secondary component. 

The distortion is lneasured in terms of the ratio of angular velocities 

at the equator and pole, mass ratio of the two components, the ratio 

of centrifugal force to that of gravity at the equator and the ratio of 

the equatorial radius to the distance between the centers of gravity. 

We obtain the equation of the distorted surface by solving a seventh 

degree equation which contains the above parameters. 
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I We found tha.t equatorial temperatures fall rapidl'tr ~. . 
J J.or Increoasma 

value of f· In the case of luminosity f would '. all ,:, 
gIve sm er values of 

II ( ratio of hllninosity along the line of sight) d' an VIce versa. 

I We found that rotation will dilute the radiation field h' h' . '1 
W Ie IS Slm! ar 

to the effect of expansion. 

7.6 Effects of gravity darkening on spectral lines 

Transfer of line radiation is studied in such asymmetric atmosphere 

assuming cornplete redistribution and a two-level atom approxima

tion. The atmosphere is assumed to be expanding radially. Various 

black body temperatures are being used to describe the totallumi

nosity of the components for the purpose of irradiation. The line 

profiles ill a stationary atmosphere are symmetry. The self radiation 

pro<inc('s absorption profiles while the incident radiation produces 

emission profiles and the combination of the self and incident radia

tion produces ernission profiles. 

I In all (~xpa.lldiI1g atmosphere with VA =0 and VB=lO mtu the profiles 

uu(' to the self radiation is almost non-existant and while those due 

to splf and incident radiation are prominent emission lines with P 

Cyglli characteristics. There is a perceptible change in the profiles 

when t.he pa.rameter ~ is changed from 0.1 to 0.3 and 0.5. 

I The saIlle variation is seen in other velocity laws. 

b " d' tion field along the 
I We have developed a method of 0 tammg ra la 

1 int source extended 
spherical surface irradiated by an externa po ' , 

d t d the reflection effect lfi 
Source of radiation as first step to un ers an . 

b xtended to the 
close binary systems, And also the method has een e 
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case of atmospheres distorted due to self rotation of the component 

and tidal effects due to the presence of its companion. We notice that 

the expansion of the medium produces P Cygni type profiles and the 

irradiation enhances the emission in the lines although the equivalent 

widths reduce considerably. Finally we suggest that while modeling 

the binary system one has to consider the effects of reflection. 

EB In future we would like consider reflection model for light curves 

of close binary systems considering multiple reflections and Roche 

geometry ( primary component heats the secondary component and 

secondary component heats the primary component). 

EB We also would like to consider the reflection effect in 3-D geometry 

which will help us to achive accuracy, to approach exactness in the 

fine computation limit. 
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